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EVANGELICAL VISITOR.
The Earth Shall Be Full Of The Knowledge Of The Lord As The Waters Cover The Sea.-lsa. I lib.
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I t seems almost beyond belief
when we read statistics of the
amount of money spent in the
Uuited States for iutoxicating drink
and tobacco every year. Yet the
figures are official and no doubt are
reliable. These statistics tell us that
in 1900 liquor to the amount of
$1,172,493,447, or nearly eleven
hundred and seventy-two and a half
million dollars was sold. The sum
is immense, almost more than the
mind can grasp. Then for tobacco,
cigars etc., the people spent $625,000,000, making for these two items
of expense nearly eighteen hundred
millions of dollars spent in 1900 in
the United States of America. The
tobacco bill is nearly as large as the
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meat bill. The liquor bill is nearly j mission work less than thirty cents.
as large as the bread and meat bills Could we onlv reverse this scale and
combined. Tobacco alone does not | pay $1,172,493,447 for spreading
fall far short from costing as much j the Gospel and doing other good
as is spent for FRUIT, PUBLIC EDTTCA- ' work, what a happy world we would
TION, FURNITURE, TEA and COFFEE, jhave"!" These two twin giant evils
SALARIES OF MINISTERS and FOREIGN have the country by the throat, and
MISSIONS combined. Liquor and to- are drawing from its vitality and debacco combined exceed by a hundred stroying its manhood and womanmillion dollars the amount spent for hood, filling up its prisons and asyBREAD, including, flour and meal, lums, retarding greatly the advanceIRON and
STEEL, DAIRY and EGG ment of the redemption of mankind
products, and also exceed by about from sin and everlasting destruction.
*-»
the same amount the sum spent for
I t is reported that Herr Krupp,
SAWED LUMBER, COTTON GOODS, BOOTS
and SHOES, WOOLEN GOODS and SUGAR the great manufacturer of Krupp
and MOLASSES. NOW what does te- guns and cannon, is the richest man
snlt from this large expenditure for in Germany. We also notice that
that which is neither food nor cloth- the man who is able to invent maing? We quote from an exchange chines which exceed in destructivethe following: "According to the ness of human life, all other mareport of the State Board of Statis- chines, is on the highway to riches
tics, eighty-one per cent of the and honor. The time seems to be
criminals of our country, eighty per far off yet when the nations will discent of the paupers, fifty-five per arm, and when they shall dwell tocent of the cases of insanity, and gether in peace and quietness. If
fourty-four per cent of the idiotic individuals as neighbors can dwell
and feeble minded, are traceable to together peaceably, and respect each
the>.use of intoxicating liquors. The others' rights, why should not the
last census reports 700,000 drunk- nations be able to respect the rights
ards in the United States. About the one of the other and do business
100,000 of them perish annually with each other in peace and quietfrom the effects of intoxicants, mul- ness? After all who can enjoy with sattitudes of the innocent lose their isfaction the riches produced by the
lives by accident, and women and engagements of war? I t seems to us
children are beggared, heart-broken that only the business which has for
and ruined without number." The its object the good of one's f ellowmen
report further states, "It will be ob- will in the end prove a blessing to
But this is not the principle of
served that the liquor bill is almost us.
as large as the entire sum paid for the world, else there would not be so
meat ( $666,000,000) and bread many dispensing to the people that
($600,000,000.) Then it will be which is not bread.
noticed that the people pay more for
*~*
tobacco than for bread. If to the
At an Alliance convention held
liquor bill we add the tobacco ex- recently in Los Angelos, Cali., one
pense we have nearly two billion thousand dollars were subscribed by
dollars, or more than $24 to every about one hundred people, for Forman, woman and child in the land. eign Mission purposes. A corresFor public schools we pay less than pondent thinks this ought to serve
$3 per capita, and for preachers and as a stimulant to some of the Brethren wealthy as they are.
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20; 1 Cor. 11:23-25.) These nar- acter. These are-— ( 1 ) the beneratives inform us that the Eucharist diction and consecration, i. e,, the
Nothing but leaves! The Spirit grieves
was ordained by Christ at the close setting apart from profane uses, by
Over a wasted Jife;
of
the paschal supper which H e had solemn prayer and thanksgiving, of
O'er sins indulged while conscience.slept,
eaten with His disciples the night bread and wine; ( 2 ) the fraction or
O'er vows and promises unkept,
preceding the day of H i s cruci- breaking of the bread and the pourAnd reaps from years of strife—•
ing out of the wine into the cup;(3)
Nothing bat leaves! Nothing but leaves! fixion ; that
the
delivery and distribution of the
"As
they
were
eating,
Jesus
took
Nothing but leaves! No gathered sheaves,
bread, and having given thanks, "elements"—as the bread and wine
Of life's fair ripening grain:
blessed and brake it, and gave it to are termed—to the communicants;
We sow our seeds; lo, tares and weeds,
His disciples, and said Take eat: (4) the declaration accompanying
Words, idle words for earnest deeds,
this is my body which is being given this distribution, that these elements
' We reap with toil and pain,—
sacrifice of
Nothing but leaves! Nothing but leaves! for you, do this for a memorial for both symbolize the
Christ's
death,
and
also
convey to
Me.
I
n
the
same
manner
also
He
Nothing but leaves! Sad memory weaves
took the cup after they had supped, the faithful partaker the benefits of
No veil to hide the past:
and having given thanks, gave it to that sacrifice; (5) the actual parAnd as we trace our weary way,
them, saying, Drink ye all of this: taking of these elements by the acts
Counting each lost and misspent day,
Sadly we find at last—
for this is My Blood of the new cov- of eating and drinking. These sevNothing but leaves! Nothing but leaves! enant, which is being shed for you eral actions are all included in
and for many, for the remission of Christ's command, "Do this in reAh, who shall thus the Master meet,
sins, do this as often as you drink, membrance of Me."
Bearing but withered leaves?
for a memorial of Me."
Ah, who shall, at the Saviour's feet,
The various names by which this
Before the awful judgment-seat,
The first subject for remark is the holy rite has been designated, each
Lay down, for golden sheaves,
connection of the Eucharist with the expressing one view of its manifold
Nothing but leaves! nothing but leave!
Paschal celebration. I n the Paschal nature, will help us towards a com• • » •»
supper the flesh of a lamb was prehension of its meaning and purF o r The .EVANGELICAL VISITOB.
solemnly eaten in remembrance of pose.
COMMUNION.
the preservation of the Israelites, by
The term, Eucharist, though not
OMMUNION, or "Eucharist," is means of the blood of a lamb, from found in this sense in the Holy
the sacramental ordinance in- the destruction brought upon the Scripture, came into use in the
stituted by Christ and enjoined on Egyptians, and of the consequent earliest times, and found such acHis church as a perpetual obligation,in emancipation of the nation from ceptance that it became the most
which bread broken and wine poured slavery to Pharaoh. I n the E u - frequent designation of the Lord's
out,are partaken of by the faithful in charist the same act, that of eating, Supper both in the Western and
commemoration of His atoning suf- assumes a similar commemorative Eastern church. It first appears in
ferings and death, and the benefits force. The broken bread, declared the letters ascribed to Ignatius, 107
thereby purchased for mankind, and by Christ to be a symbol of H i s A. D. and is used by Treuaeus, who
as a means by which those benefits crucified bodv, taken and eaten, to- says that after consecration "it is no
are conveyed to the worthy re- gether with the drinking of wine, longer common bread, but encharcipiants. This ordinance, with more declared to be a symbol of His shed isfc." Justin Martyr, 140 A. D.,
or less variations by some, has been Blood, becomes in virtue of His in- after describing the sacred meal,
observed by the Christian church, stitution, a memorial of His sacrifice says, "This partaking is called by us
from the time of its appointment to as the Lamb of God who, by His the Eucharist." The term is also
the present day. The only excep- death, has taken away the sin of the continually found in this sense in
tion is that of the Quakers (or "So- world, delivering man from the Tertullian, Clemens Alexandrinus,
ciety of Friends"), who, from an ex- wrath of God, and setting him free and Cyprian. Eucharist signifies
from the slavery of evil. I n this "thanksgiving," and its use for "the
alted idea of the spiritual nature of
however, the Eucharist transcends sacrimental feast is derived from the
Christianity, have discarded the
the passover which was its type, thanksgiving of our Lord at the inEucharist, together with all other
that the one was a bare com- stitution of the rite. The elements
religious symbolical acts. All other
memoration, the other unites with over which thanks had been offered
Christians have at all times agreed it an actual participation in the
readily assumed the name of the
in regarding the Euchaiist as their spiritual blessings thus commemoact of thanksgiving, and so the
highest act of worship, and the most rated.
word Eucharist came to be simply
solemn ordinance of religion.
equivalent to the sacramental bread
So much we may learn as to the
To understand the Eucharist
and wine. " I n the earliest lituraright we must go back to the his- nature of the rite from the occasion gies thanksgiving was, next to the
tory of its institution. This is'given of its first institution. As examina- reception, the chief part of the celeby the three first evangelists in their tions of the mode of its institution bration, a circumstance which withgospels, and by St. Paul in his first by Christ will show what ceremonial out doubt served greatly to promote
epis*tle to the Corinthians (Matt. 2 6 : actions may be regarded as essential the general adoption of the name,"
26-27; Mark 14:22-24; Luke 22:19- to the truth of its svmbolical charNOTHING BUT LEAVES!
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I t is thus St. Chrysostom explains there can be no communion. To esthe term: "The awful mysteries, tablish this union is declared by
laden with mighty salvation, which Christ to be one great purpose of
are celebrated at every communion, His incarnation and death and high* * are called Eucharist, because priestly intercession. John 14:21!,
they are the commemoration of 23. And the Eucharist by its symmany benefits, and by all means bolism sets forth the truth that the
they work upon us to be thankful." only way of thus uniting men to
Another familiar name is the each other is by first having them
Communion, or the Holy Commun- to become united with Christ. They
ion. This is derived from the words must be one with Him before they
of St. Paul, 1. Cor. 10:16-17. " T h e can be one with each other in Him.
cup of blessing which we bless, is it "Not union of mankind, but a union
not the communion of the Blood of begun and subsisting only in Christ,
Christ? The bread which we break is what the Lord's Supper sacrais it not the communion of the body mentally expresses." Participation
of Christ? For we being many are in the Eucharist being thus the
one bread, and one body; for we are chief outward sign and pledge of
all partakers of that one bread." communion and fellowship with the
The general use of that term is not church, admission to this sacrament
so early as of the word "eucharist," was pr-actically identified with a
but is found in Traneus, 167 A. D., recognition that the communicant
who speaks of slaves who have had submitted to the ordinance of
heard from their masters that "the baptism as recorded in the commisdivine communion is the body and sion, which gave him a claim of
blood of Christ," and it is used by membership in the church, aud withHilary, Basil, and Chrisostom. St. out being baptized as above stated,
Paul's words show that the leading no person is entitled to partake of
idea contained in this name is, "that the communion, while to be repelled
by means of this sacrament all faith- from communion on account of unful recipients become partakers of rectified misdemeanor, very often
the body and blood of Christ," and ended in exclusion from the Chrisreceive a communication of t h e tian body, such exclusion receiving
blessings of His sacrifice. But they the name of excommunication.
also express another fundamental
Another designation of this sacratruth, expressed in the Apostle's
Creed as "the communion of saints." ment, derived from the Holy Scripviz the communion or the fellowship ture, is the Lord's Supper. I t is so
which all true Christians have with called by St. Paul himself, who
one another, as members of one when speaking of its unworthy rebody, sharers of one life, of which ception, says, "When ye come tothe joint participation of this sacra- gether into one place, this is not to
ment is an outward symbol and eat the Lord's supper."—1 Cor. 1 1 :
pledge. By this sacrament is sig- 20. T h e special appropriateness of
nified and sealed that union which the name, taking us back to the
is among our Savior's true disciples time and place of its first institution
communicating therein; their being by Christ, "the same night that he
together united in consent of mind He was betrayed," secured for it an
and unity of faith, "one Lord, one early and wide reception, aud we
faith, one baptism," (one formula of find in Chrisostom and Augustine's
baptism), in mutual good will and writings it as a familiar term. " H e
affection, in hope aud tendency to gave the supper consecrated by H i s
the same blessed end, in spiritual own bands to the disciples. We
brotherhood, and society, especially have not sat down at that feast, and
on account of this communion with yet by faith we daily eat the same
Christ, which most closely ties them supper." The name "supper" inone to another; they partaking of dicates also the original idea of the
this one individual food, become &acred rite as a common meal, "the
translated, as it were, into one body most natural and universal way of
and substance. "Without being thus expressing, maintaining, and, as.it
united in faith, purpose and practice, were, ratifying "corporate union."
"The meal consists of bread and

-
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wine, the simplest aud universal elements of food; and when men of
different nations, and degrees, who
have been brought into the unity of
the faith by grace, sit and kneel together, and receive, as from the
hand of God, the repast, they are reminded in the most forcible manner
of their common human wants, aud
their cjmmon character as pensioners on the bounty of the universal
Father." Aud thus this designation guards against a common but
dangerous misconception of the sacrament. A "supper" is something
to be partaken of, not to be worshipped. Bread and wine are viands
to be eaten and drunk, not to be
adored.
We now proceed to speak of the
mode and time of the celebration of
the Eucharist. I t is evident from St.
Paul's words and practice 1 Cor. 1 1 :
17-34; Acts 20:7 that in the Apostolic church t h e admistration took
place, after our Lord's pattern, in
the evening, and in close connection
with an ordinary meal. The disorders referred to by the apostle,
which indicated the danger of this
connection, before long caused a
separation of the religious from the
ordinary meal, and invested the
Eucharist with a character of special
sacredness. The time of celebration,
we learn from the notices in the
earlier fathers,. was either after
nightfall or before daybreak. Pliny,
in his well known letter to Tragan,
104 A. D. speaks of the Christians
in Bithynia coming together on a
set day before it was light, "To sing
to Christ as God, and bind themselves by a sacrament to commit no
crime." Tertullian also speaks of
the reception of "the sacrament of
the Eucharist in assemblies even
before dawu." The earliest account
of the celebration of the Eucharist,
that of Justin Martyr, c 140 A. D.,
shows the extreme simplicity of the
rite at that time. The day of administration was Sunday. I t took
place at the close of the common prayer, and was preceded by the kiss of
peace. The celebrant was "president of the brethren." The materials
of the sacrament were "bread and a
cup of wine mixed with water."
After prayer and praise offered by
the president, to which the congre-
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gation responded "amen," the dea- F o r the EVANGELICAL VISITOR.
I spake as a child." There is no
SUNDAY S0HOOL WORK.
cons gave to each present, "to partelling what destinies for tomorrow
take of the bread, aud wine mixed
walk around in that child today.
ANY readers of the VISITOR Guard the child well for eternity is
with water, over which the thankswould be pleased to see some in him.
giving had been pronounced," "conarticle
on this subject aud the more
secrated as an eucharist," and carWe are trustees of childhood; we
ried away a portion to those who so as we see the importance of the are charged with the duty of its
were absent from the rite. This work.
Christward culture. Children are a
food he concludes, is "called by us A child wants, first of all, right blessing but they are also a burden.
the Eucharist." St. Cyril of Jeru- impressions. H i s is an emotional The burden is one of solemn responsalem furnishes us with a detailed nature and his emotions are pro- sibility. One will ask, where begin.
description of the eucharistic cele- duced by impressions. Impressions Let it begin on the altar of our
bration in the middle of the 4th are of more importance than facts. hearts; the burning incense of God's
century (c. 347 A. D.) By this Pacts may be forgotten as soon as love around the family altar and
time the ritual had become fixed, heard. Impressions will always re- fireside. "The child is the father
and of a somewhat elaborate charac- main with the child's mind. Every- of the man." "The hand that rocks
ter. The ceremony commences with thing makes some impression upon the cradle is the hand that rules the
celebrant and presbyters washing the child; the teacher's manner of world." Give me the first ten
their hands. This was followed by dress, aud movement, and her very years of a child's life and I do not
the kiss of peace, the invocation to looks are vocal.
care who has the rest. The impresthe Holy Spirit to sanctify the eleAnother need of the child is truth. sions and habits; the practices and
ments lying on the Holy Table, the His knowledge is very limited; he superstitions of childhood remain
prayer for all conditions of men, etc. knows but little of the material with us till our latest day.
With regard to the frequency things. What a vast storehouse the
All life's worthy tasks are made
of the Holy Communion, although teacher has to draw from! Prayer easy or hard by habits established
it has been concluded .with much will do much to bring about this re- in these early years. If the Scripprobability from Acts 2:46 that the sult. Habits form character and ture is committed to memory now, it
earliest Christians, in the first fervor character forms the destiny of our is like money in the bank, always
of their faith, partook of the E u - lives.
drawing interest.
charist daily, appearances are rather
The power of choice is also a
Solomon was too wise a king to
in favour of a weekly celebration on sacred trust given to man alone. I t
say, "Train up a child in the way he
the Lord's day being the rule in the is said of plants and animals that
should go." What he did say was,
apostolic aud primitive church. I t nature both fixes the destiny and
"Train up a child in his way that he
was on "the first day of the week" accomplishes it. But man only deshould go aud when he is old he
that Christians met for. breaking of termines it. I t is this alone which
will uot depart from if." I n all the
bread at Troas, Acts 20:7; and St. makes him man. A child is never
forest there are no two leaves exactPaul's direction to the Corinthian so happy as when making a choice.
ly alike. Along all the sea shore
Christians- to lay by for the poor on What he chooses for himself he
there nre uo two pebbles sufficiently
that day may be reasonably associ- most enjoys. God leaves it to
similar to be mistaken the one for
ted with the obligations at the time man's free will to choose endless
the other. Therefore you will not
of celebration. When Christianity bliss or eternal night.
expect to find two children alike or
became the established religion of
near the same thing.
But
people
often
do
not
allow
a
the .Roman world, the daily celebraa
child
to
exercise
his
power
of
We should all remember Jesus
tion of the eucharist, became the
general rule, though the words of choosing upon most trivial subjects. said, "you must be born again.".
Augustine— "in some places no This careful consideration of child's What we need to remember is that
day passes without an offering; rights to choose could be easily ob- all are born again. We have a
in others, offering is made on the served in the Sunday School. I n - larger share than we dream in deSabbath day only, aud the Lord's stead of being told what to do ask termining whether it shall be born
day; in others on the Lord's day what they would like to do. Let of the Spirit of God or of the
only." This proves that the rule was them choose the hymn for example, world.
to follow the prayer. Children
I said in the beginning, impres- .
not universal.
CHARLES BAKER.
could be allowed to choose one to sions being made, we see the many
pass the collection box aud in other ways and allurements that are filling
Nofctowa, Onfc.
ways it could be explained bow our cities aud the time may come,
CONCLUDED NEXT ISSUE.
great a privilege it is to have the when the regard for the Sabbath
Oh that I had a thousand lives, power to choose and what is the true may not be here. My prayer is
and a thousand bodies; all of them principal of giving or what it im- that many may learn the way of
should be devoted to no other em- plies. A child would rather give righteousness. We had in our last
ployment but to preach Christ to away a hundred pieces of gold than quarter's lessons the grand story of
these degraded, yet beloved mortals. a single cake or luncheon.
Joseph. I t is well when we can not
^-Robert
Moffatt
Paul speaks, "when I was a child only tell the youth to be noble but
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Wait upon God earnestly that He but shall have the light of life.
show them how in the example of a
young man, every memory of whom may show you yourself as He sees Again it fills my soul with joy to
is associated with beautiful ideas, you, and then surrender yourself know* when this life with all its
finally let us learn from the wonder- absolutely and unconditionally to cares and hardships is over, we
ful story of God's ancient servant Him.
shall then see our Redeemer face to
the beauty and nobility of a pure
face. There shall be no more night,
C. F. LADD.
upright God-fearing life. There is
and they need no light of the sun
nothing noble or beautiful in wicked- For the Evangelical Visitor.
for the Lord God shall be their
ness. Goodness is the true crown
JOY IN THE SOUL.
light. Then we shall forever reign
and glory of manhood. There is no
with the Lord.
H E N Paul preached to the
true manhood without it.
I write this in all humility and
Philippians, he said, "Rejoice heartfelt gratitude to God that by
C. E. KBUGEB.
in the Lord always; and again 1 say His grace I am thus counted worthy
Dayton, Ohio.
•» • mi > m
'
rejoice."
to enjoy this peace which passeth
F o r the EVANGELICAL VISITOB.
This joy of the soul is only found all understanding.
I am glad that
CHRISTIANITY.
in God. Joy is the only experience we are co-workers together in the
in the soul when we are born into vineyard of the Lord.
May we all
HAT is Christianity?
I t is the kingdom of God.
It is the gift make good use of the talent which
b<nng like Christ, not occa- of the new life in the soul. And has been entrusted to us.
sionally but continually. To do as this gift of joy in my soul has been Your Sister.
MBS. WILLIAM FISHEB.
He would do if He were in your my main stay and support under the Maytown Lancaster Co. P a .
place.
most trying circumstances of life.
It is an easy thing to be a Chris- Even in afflictions I have been able For the EVANGELIOAL VISITOB.
tian in church on Sunday, surround- to say with Pauls, what are these
BE ENCOURAGED.
ed by Christian friends, but it takes light afflictions which last but for a
H I L E r< a l i u g 2Cor. 8, 1 found
grace to be a Christian out in the moment if we compare them with
in the 12th verse these words,
world surrounded by the enemies of the glory that awaits all them that
"For if there be first a willing mind
the cross. And yet the Christian is serve Him faithfully to the end.
a Christian at all times and under all
I rejoice because I was early in it is accepted according to that a
circumstances.
There can be no life brought in touch with that man hath and not according to that
compromise.
spiritual life which brings joy to he hath not." I was so much enBeing a Christian meaiis some- the soul, such as the world cannot couraged and felt to write some for
thing—and far more than many peo- give. Yet I still thought there was the VISITOB, so that, others who
ple suppose. I t is not merely a pro- something higher to be obtained in feel weak and discouraged might be
fession—it is a life. It is not some- this spiritual life, than I had myself encouraged, for we find some seem
1 read a great deal very strong in the Lord, and judge
thing for one day in particular, but experienced.
for every day.
It is more than go- about holy living and full consecra- the weak rashly as though the weak
ing to church.
One may do this tion, and had an earnest desire to would not be accepted of God. But
regularly and yet not be a Christian. come in full possession of it. It we praise God, for His Word. SecOne may be a constant attendant seemed the burden of my life for a ond Cor. 8:15 says, "He that gathered much had nothing over and he
at service; a liberal giver upon all number of y^ars.
occasions; a member of the official
I am glad and rejoice that I made that had gathered little had no
church body, and an occasional lead- a full surrender to Jesus and as soon lack." Here we can see that if we
er of the prayer meeting, and still as I was willing to consecrate my are sincere and improve our talents,
not be a Christian.
whole life to Him my prayers were if we have but one. God will accept
To-day my soul is filled it. Paul says in Philipp. 3:12, "Not
"Churchiauity" is too often mis- answered.
with joy because the things of this as though I hail already attained
taken by, people for Christianity.
The real Christian will study the world are dead to me. Jesus said either were already perfect but I
Word to learn what Christ did that lo His disciples, "Ye are in the follow after," How much we should
he may do likewise. H e will seek world, but not of the world." This take courage and press forward toto know the Father's will that he full surrender has brought such joy ward the mark of the prize of the
m&y be obedient in service. In fact in my soul that 1 am not able to high calling of God in Christ Jesus.
the true Christian will so live that describe. How sweet it is to trustTruly it is a high calling of God
those with whom he comes in con- in Jesus. In sorrow he is my cotnt in Christ Jesus. How blessed that
tact will take knowledge that he has fort, in weakness He is my strength He can cleanse our hearts from
When I am cast down He upholds longing after this world and its vanbeen with Jesus.
me
with His right hand.
How He ity and fill us with a longing after
Dear one, are you a Christian—a
real one? Will you not examine unfolds to us that higher life if we Himself aud His righteousness.
yourself in the light of Scripture are only willing to be led by Him. Truly we can say with the words:
that you may not deceive yourself, If we follow in the purpose of His "More about Jesus would I know,
life, we shall not walk in darkness More of His grace to others show,
but know your true condition.
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More of His saving fullness see,
More of His love who died for me."

Oh how much we need watching
that we abide in Him and His words
abide in us; that we try the spirits
whether they be of God, for surely
God's Spirit must agree with H i s
Word.
From one who loves the cause.
R. J. LANDIS.
F O B THE EVANGELICAL VISITOB.

temptations to come upon us, only
to show us what we are, unless kept
by His saving power. What would
become of us, if it were not for the
Holy Spirit to guide us?
How thankful we should be, that
when burdened with sin, we have
One, who will remove them all.
Oh may we ever be led by the
Holy Spirit, and cast all our care
upon Him, forgetting those "things
which are behind and pressing toward the mark, for the prize of the
high calling of God iu Christ

er the Brethren found me in the
faith or not, I knew God was pleased
with me and if they would have
thought I was not in place, I would
have felt myself free because I made
the application and that was all-God
asked me to do. But it was so that
the Brethren found me in the faith
and I was baptized by triune immersion.
Then according to God's
Word I was where the children of
Israel were when they crossed the
Bed Sea.
For Paul says, "they
were all baptized unto Moses in the
cloud and in the sea."—1 Cor. 10:2.
After they had crossed the sea and
their enemies were drowned they
sang a song of deliverance, and were
rejoicing, which I also did, and never
thought that 1 would have to drink
bitter water, and would murmur
against God. B u t I just thought
like many people think now-a-days
that they got all the deliverance God
had for them when their sins were
pardoned, only they must grow in
this work and overcome the old man
by degrees.

EXPEBIENOE.
B A E Brethren end Sisters:
Greeting in Jesus Name. As J e S U S . "
CORA EICHELBERGER.
1 have long felt impressed to write
m • «* « m
for the VISITOR, I will by God's For the Bi ANOBLIOAL, VISITOB.
MY EXPEEIENOE.
help try and do so, hoping I may
pen nothing bat what is to the
O the readers of the V I S I T O R . —
honor and glory of God.
About ten years ago I felt my
I enjoy reading the experiences of need of a Savior and sought the
others, but if we do not obey when Lord for the pardon of my sins. But
we are prompted to write, the ex-because I did not make an unconperiences will be but few. Andditional surrender, I labored under
why do we not obey ? I s it because the burden of sin almost one year
we feel our inability, and think we and a half, for I had fixe"d in my
cannot write like others? God only heart to have a very clear evidence
wants us to use the talent He has en- that my sins were pardoned. B u t
trusted to us, then we have done this was my last point to yield and
My experience landed me across
what we could. But how often when as soon as I became satisfied without the Bed Sea with the wilderness bewe do anything for the Lord, we that clear evidence, and saying to fore me, according to Paul's writing.
would like to know the result. O myself I guess I will have to give The old man we might call Daniel.
let us be willing to obey, and God up at last, and also saw just then 1 had thought (as many think to
that God did not owe me anything, this day) that the old man was dead
will take care of the result.
I t is quite a time since I have and I was holding Him as though but found out afterwards that he
started in the service of the Master, He did, and I should be satisfied was not, and 1 was not long in the
and have had many happy seasons, any way He makes it; that same day wilderness till he manifested himSo I tried to keep him down
but when I consider the many mis- while in the corn field God spoke self.
steps I have made it grieves me very peace to my soul. Then the evidence the best I could, and would ask God
much, and makes me feel my unwor- was much clearer than I expected to help me to keep him down, or in
thiness very deeply. Should we stop beeause I did not expect anything. subjection, but he would often g e t
I felt as if I the better of me, and would manithere? Oh no, God's Word tells us, Oh! bless His Name.
if we come to Him confessing our was just born into this world, and as fest himself in my actions or words
sins, He is willing and just to for- though I had never sinned, and to such an extent, that I felt ashamed
give us, and to cleanse us from all though the. whole world should have of myself many a time. But I got
stood around me and told me I had advanced so far at last that no sinunrighteousness.
How often we are not as forgiving uo peace they could not have made ner, worldly-minded professor, or
Then something came formal church member would have
as our dear Savior, and are ready to me doubt.
pass quick judgment upon others, to me like a voice, what doth hinder detected the old man. But he had
thereby causing many deep wounds. thee to be baptized? And there was greater possessions then, than he
If instead of that, we would speak no hindrance then, bless the- Lord. had when I received remission of
I commenced fault-finding
to them iu love, we would manifest But that same hour God let me be a sins.
with
others,
and thought they were
the Spirit of Christ a great deal free agent. The words came to me
not
walking
in the light of God. I
like this, now I have pardoned you
more.
thought for a while that there was a
of
all
your
sins
as
though
you
never
We only know how weak and falplace to get to that these trials of
lible we are when temptations come sinned, now choose whom you will
life would not affect us enough to
upon us. No wonder the Word of God serve, God or the world? (God wauts
make us look sour, feel badly and
says, "Watch and pray, that ye enter us to serve Him out of love) and I
pout about them. But as I inquired
not into temptation." Sometimes there decided to serve God.
of brethren about this overcoming
A week or two later I made appliwe may become too self-confident,
power they would tell me that they
and the Lord may permit trials and cation for baptism, not caring wheth-
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have the same things to contend night I saw my self-righteousness perience of "first love" and continue
with and to tight against, and that unbelief, poverty and nakedness. in it faithful unto death.
we do not always feel so happy. In Since that time praying, testifying
C. HALDEMAN.
short they would tell uie, that it and obeying Him in every thing has Hamlin, Kan.
would not be good for us to feel so become the joy of my life.
I can
happy all the time; that it takes rejoice in tribulation and when peo- For the Evangelical Visitor.
THE GRACE OF GIVINGcloudy and rainy days as well as ple speak evil of me, only so that
sunshine to make a good crop. At His Word clears me.
God turns
IME is swiftly coming to "no
last, I concluded that they were •the curses of Balaam to a wondermore." Opportunities, embraced
right.
I would often talk with ful blessing.
Jesus now is my
those in whom I had faith about "Justifier, Sanctifier, Healer, and or neglected are passing forever.
those that claimed to be sanctified, Coming King."
And I have put God's plans of this old earth are being
rid of self, always happy, and took off the old man with his deeds and worked out slowly, whether we are
Jesus for their healer, and we came put on the new man.
And though faithful to our obligations and privito the conclusion that they were clouds gather thick in the sky there leges or not. What a privilege to
some of those deceivers we read of is always sunshine in the soul. B u t be honored of God by being a rein the Bible.
And sometimes I there are more battles to fight than warded vessel of even the giving of
a cup of cold water.
would say they are just getting con- before.
verted; that I realized all these
The cause of Christ is nearly
Praise the Lord! H e fights our
things in my outstart, such as be-battles. Yea, we are more than con- everywhere suffering or being recoming holy, losing our reputation, querors through Him that loved us. tarded on account of lack of funds.
and the baptism of the Holy Spirit.
God works through human instruFor the good of Zion.
I could not feel myself at home
mentality. Hence the lack is due
D. L. GISH.
among the Brethren towards the last
to with-holding by the unfaithful.
of my wilderness experience and For the EVANGELICAL VIBIIOK.
What a grand and blessed privilege
about that time a sister who had THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO of laying up treasures in heaven by
faith testified that she was healed of
giving that which is only vain and
ELDERS.
a sick headache by divine power.
terrestial. We fear that very few of
As she would give in her testimony
Revelations 2:5-10.
the professed children of God,in this
I would frequently rebut her in my
H E condition of the two elders fast, extravagant, self-interest seektestimony, but these things would
or "Angels" in this passage of ing day will be able to look back
just bring arrows to my heart. Some Scripture, was not the same as iswithout any regrets for unfaithful
times 1 felt like not going to church, indicated by what the Spirit says to steward-ship. Mrs. E. M. Dodson,
then again I would go just to know them, and because of this the Spirit deceased, of Lincoln,Kansas,certainfor myself what was goiug on. I does not say the same things to them ly is a rebuke to all who are not dowas burdened for these people be- both. I n the first experience of the ing their very best in giving, and
cause they didn't believe and think "first love" the two were alike, but in fully sympathizing with the selfas I did; and I thought that my be- the Elder of Ephesus left his first denying and self-sacrificing mislief was according to the Bible, beexperience, so he would lose the in- sionary.
cause when I would read the Word
crease of love and the "life more
Beloved, it is probable that we
it would always bring the same
abundant" if he failed to get hismay give too little, but we can not
thought and belief to me as I had
first experience again.
B u t thegive too much; hence let us take the
before.
Yes! I prayed for those
other
Elder
had
no
charge
laid safe side. Giving is the proof of
brethren and sisters with tears, and
against
him
and
it
was
only
requirlove. How may we claim to love the
then I would pray for myself beed
of
him
to
be
faithful
unto
death.
suffering, endviring,self-denying miscause I was not sure that I was
pleasing to the Lord. So one night Ou this the crown was sure, no setsionary, when at the same time we
in May 1898 the Lord could show off in any way. No doubt faithful- are very good to ourselves in seekroe that I was in the wilderness be- ness will include the "life more ing comforts, plenty, and self-satiscause of unbelief, and if I would abundant," and victory over all sin, faction, the which do not help us on
have faith I could enter Canaan. He and a constant increase in the di-to God? Our Father certainly does
showed me also that 1 had no right vine life, therefore the one Elder not require more denial and deprivato fight until I came to the promised was right with God in this condition. tion of those at one" end of the rope
I humbly ask, can we require any than of those at the other end. Our
laud, and at that moment I received
separate
experience of that one who Father is rich,—the silver and gold
faith and something went through
lives
in
the
condition as the Elder and the cattle upon a thousand hills,
mv body from head to foot, and the
words came to me, I can be healed, did who never left his first love, but yea, all is His.- We are only stewards.
but was not healed just then. Then continued to live it to the end, as we He does not need us;—we are only
B u t we must teach that a chosen, honored vessel. Father
I saw I was the one that was de- trust?
ceived and my Bible reads altogether backsliders must get back to their could wonderfully flood His servants
different to me ever since.
That first experience again, and in order with means, if it were His way. Do
to be saved all must be in that ex- we spend the Lord's money, as faith-
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Jul pilgrims, in stewardship? If our should love our neighbor as our- For the EVAMQELIUAI, VISITOB.
love were sufficiently great could selves, even if they are very needy.
THE ELDER SON.
not much be saved which is need- Who are more needy than the poor
lessly spent for mere appearance, for benighted heathen? Because we "Thou never gayest me a kid that I m i g h t
vanity or self-satisfaction, or per- are commanded; and it is foreshad- make merry with my friends."—Luke 15:29.
H E father said, "All that I have
sonal tastes, and for dieting which owed by the law.—Lev. 19.
is thine." This man was angry
is not simple, denying, or scriptural.
Our
pattern
came
not
to
be
Beloved, get real quiet - within your- ministered unto, but to minister,— because his younger brother had reselves, and listen to what the Spirit Mark 10:45; Because of unequal turned and that such a display was
says. What saith the Scripture? distribution of food, though there is made for one who hail left without
"Freely ye have received, freely always sufficient in the world for all cause and came back only a beggar.
give." " I t is more blessed to give mankind,hence if auy starve it is evi- But perhaps the best robe, the ring,
.than to receive." What have we dent that some withhold, please turn etc, could have been endured, but,
that we have not received? or,"Who to 2 Cor. 8:14. Because it work- the friends being asked in, stirred
has first given to Him."—Rom. 11:35. eth thanksgiving,—2 Cor. 9:11. Be- his inmost soul and he said, "thou
H e little
Christ gave His life for us feely, we cause zealous giving stirs up many. never gavest me a kid."
ought to give our lives for the breth 2 Cor. 9:2. Because as St. Paul understood that all things belonged
ren. He was rich, yet for our sakes saith, "not that I seek for the gift to him.
He became poor.—2 Cor. 8:!). Our but I seek for the fruit that increasSo many in these last days are
lives are very closely crowded with eth to your account,"—Phil. 4:17. void of the joys of salvatien. We
blessing upon blessing given of Because Jesus, saith "make to your- ought not to be content to be just
God. So the Scripture says, "Give selves friends by means of the mam- living in the house of the Lord, for
and it shall be given unto you." Are mon of unrighteousness; that, when the Lord says He is more willing to
we willing that God shall give to us it shall fail, they may receive you give the Holy Spirit than we are to
and deal wit.h us as we really do with into everlasting tabernacles."—Luke give good gifts to our children. H e
our fellows? As we forgive, and ex- 16:9. There is that scattereth, and (the elder son) had all things at
ercise towards our neighbor so God i crea9eth ye'• more. T h e liber- his command and yet he had never
will to us. Help us Lord.
al soul shall be made fat."—Prov. been merry with his friends.
How
Giving is a grace.—2 Cor. 8. The 11:24. Be it known that God blesses many are in touch with all things pertenth we owe to God. Only above to bless, that is in a perpetual sense. taining to godliness, and yet fail to
receive! Why is this? Thou never
that is it a gift.
J. MYERS BOSSLER.
askedst. David, the man after God's
(a) How to give: Freely, Matt. Cauton, Ohio.
own heart, prayed for the joys of
10:8; cheerfully,—2 Cor. 9:7: not
For the EVANGEI/IOAL VIBITOK.
salvation.
We see but little joy
grudgingly,—2 Cor. 9:7; tithe of
THE MISSION SPIKIT.
manifested
before
the world.
God
first of all increase.—Mai. 3:8, also
see Matt. 23:23; as God has prosH I L E sitting by our pleasant would open the windows of Heaven
pered.—1 Cor. 16:2.—and of the
fireside I was thinking of and pour out a blessing that we could
ability that God giveth,—1 Pet. those who have left home and loved not contain it, if we would bring
4:11.
enes.
Some have left their native in all the tithes, and then ask be(b) When to give: When asked, land to tell the story of Love to lieving.
—Matt. 5:42, and when we will, those who are yet in darkness.
Why is there so little joy when it
Mark 14:7; and when we see our
There are numberless
Are we doing what we can to is so near?
brother in need, 1 John 3:17; andspread the Gospel?
Sure if we reasons, but some standout in raised
be readv for every good work,— have the love of God in our hearts letters. Such as the elder sou maniTitus 3:1.
we will help in some way. With fested—a complaining spirit; wish(c) To whom to give:—To every our prayers certainly, but not with ing to bring everybody to their exone whose circumstances ask,—Mati. words only.
"Now as concerning perience, self-seeking, gratifying the
5:42; especially to them of the the collection for the saints, as I appetite, desires etc—a haughty
household of faith,—Gal. 6:10; and have given order to the chruches of spirit thinking ourselves to be someto the. hungry, and naked, and sick, Galatia, even so do ye. Upon the thing; heady, believing God has
prisoner, and to the athirst, tempor- first day of the week let every one given them judgment above our
ally and spiritually,—Matt. 25:35, of you lay by him in store, as God fellowmen; ecclesiastical, seeing no
also Gal. 6:10.
hath prospered him, that there be no way but our own; all these are keep(d) What to give:—To give our- gatherings when I come."—1 Cor. ing us from enjoying perfect love.
selves to the Lord first,—2 Cor. 8:5: 16:1,2.
Thank God, there is a way out.
If this plan is pursued
such as we have,—Acts 3:6; also our there will be more money for both God says, "ask and ye shall receive."
prayers, see James 5:16: our love, home and foreign fields. "Bear ye So let us draw near with full assurour sympathy and our service. Our one another's burdens, and so fulfiil ance of faith having our hearts
things to be sold,—Luke 12:33. All the law of Christ."—Gal.6:2.
sprinkled from an evil conscience."
see Luke 21:4.
So one must have a clean heart, and
ADDIE CASSEL.
ask to enjoy the joys of .salvation.
{c) Why to give;—Because we Bradford Ohio.
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God says, "great peace have they
that love thy law and nothing shall
offend them."
But the law must be written on
our hearts before we can love it. I
can testify that God has verified His
promise to me.
He has given me
the desire of my heart, and joy uuspeakable.
The way is growing
brighter; the world is fading fast
and soon I expect to be with the
blood washed throng. Your brother
in Christ.
N. T. F K A N K L I N .
F O E T H E EVANGELICAL

VISITOR.

SEEK ONLY THE GLORY OF GOD-

D

*

O all to the glory of God, is a
command from Heaven to us
who are believers in Christ Jesus.
It is one of the great commandments
and therefore it is essential to salvation not because it is one of the
great commandments but because it
comes from iGod.
One of the all things that we are to
do to the glory of God is that of the
pen-ministry which in these last
days is used more for the defence of
certain ideas of men than to the
glory of God.
God wants us to
write for His glory only and not to
head off or exceed some other scribe.
First of all our righteousness
muBt exceed the righteousness of the
Scribes and Pharisees: thus said
Jesus to His disciples.
Doing all
to the glory of God is what God
wants us to have in our hearts and
minds when we sit down to write for
Him so thai those who read it may
be able to find Jesus in our writings
and be benefited instead of led astray.
What the world is needing to-day is
to see Jesus and if we Christians
don't lift Him up in all things is it
then not a sad fact that we are not
what we should be?
Many look on and see that so
much beating the air is done and no
definite stand is taken and thus
many are not decided which is the
Lord's way and they fail to reach the
place where they enjoy "soul rest"
•—rest from the carnal nature.
The questieit-comes to us how do
we stand in regard to what we have
written? For myself I must confess that some things that I have
written have not been all definitely
done to the glory of God.
The

Y I S I T O R .

Lord revealed this to me and helped
me to make this confession.
My
prayer is that God may send his
precious Light into our hearts and
help us to do all that we do to His
honor and glory.
Let us get our
eyes off from the opinions of men
and take God's way in all things so
that we may be the means of leading
some to the Lamb that was slain for
the world. Souls are perishing on
every band and for that reason the
Lord through the inspired Apostle
tells us not to do any thing that
would not prove to be to the glory
of God. Truly this is a very narrow
way.
I t separates us from all that
is contrary to God's will. Again let
the sweet words come to us. Do all
to the glory of God. Oh that these
words might find their way to every
one of us in such a powerful force
that nothing can induce us to ever
do anything but to the glory of God.
May God in His own way help us
to see that henceforth we write only
to His glory so that souls may receive benefit and be blessed of God.
Let us not depend on ourselves but
let God have His way in us that He
may plainly show us His blessed
will and do all things to the glory
of God. Your Brother in Jesus.
ISAAC O. L E H M A N
For

the
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EXPERIENCE OE A YOUNG SISTER.
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by most people and even by some
professed Christians.
I had been a
lover of the world and enioyed following the fashions of the world but
it all became sinful to me, and in
order to enjoy peace and be happy I
had to give it all up.
I then became willing -to unite with the
Brethren in Christ, and can truthfully say I enjoyed salvation for a
while.
But when the Lord asked
of me to pray openly I was not
willing. Hence I lost my peace to a
certain extent, and from that time
on it seemed I stood still. After all
I did not give up praying for which
I feel thankful, but I went on in .
that way about three years but still
kept on praying—Lord take some
way to bring me back, and, blessed
be God, a little over a year ago, He
left me realize my need and to-day
I am enjoying salvation. The first
thing the Lord required of me was
to engage in open prayer, and this
time I said, yes, Lord by your help,
I will, though it went hard at first.
I can't praise my Savior enough
that He ever brought me back to
the fold and has now put me in the
position where I can grow in grace
and in the knowledge of our' Lord
and Savior.
Then after the Lord
had brought me back to the fold I
became so zealous I ran ahead of the
Spirit but the Lord did not let me
go on in that way. You see, I lacked in wisdom and understanding. I
also came to the place 1 thought
this plain dress was not necegsary
and began to despise it and laid it
off.
1 also lost true love for those
who wore it but I soon became en-.
lightened that it was a wrong spirit
that taught me thus and through a .
dream the Lord wonderfully changed
my heart and gave me love for all
mankind, and I had to become wil- %
ling to again put on the plain garb.
I trust the Lord will keep me to the
end. I also believe we can become
formal but let us pray God to take
that out of our hearts and I believe
He will. I feel so thankful for the
faith I have in Christ Jesus, also
for the overcoming power.

E A E readers of the Visitor: I
havi felt somewhat impressed
to write for the VISITOR.
And by
God's grac.3 1 will do so, as I know
of myself 1 can do nothing.
I t is now almost six years since 1
accepted my Savior.
I have never
doubted my conversion, as I know
it was a thorough one.
I had the
witness within that my sins were
forgiven.
I also saw as it were a
vision of the narrow way which all
Christians travel. This way seemed
so narrow and high that one could
very easily step off. The Lord also
had'placed me on that path and I
also saw myself there.
But as I
went on I became careless and alas,
I know I have made mistakes
I got to the side of that beautiful
path, on which the Lord had placed since; after all I feel so glad to know
me.
I became willing to obey in I have ao Advocate with the Father,
all the Lord asked of me—even to and Paul says we should forget those,
which are behind and reach
put oa that plain dress so dispised
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forth unto those things which are
before. I trust my letter has not become too lengthy and would yet say
this, let us become earnestly engaged
in our salvation.
Yours in love.

however, that not one stern word fell tent to teach a S. S. class who have
from his lips. H e spoke freely of themselves found the Savior and
his own sins, sparingly of theirs. can say from the heart, out' of leve
In fact, it seemed to him that day, for the souls of their pupils, "O,
as if it would be a great relief to that my Savior were your Savior
him if—somewhat liive his Master— too."
Then let us all remember
he could bear the sins of his beloved that we are working for eternity and
ANNA M. BODES.
people on his own soul—at least so not become discouraged because the
THE WORDS THAT MOVE.
far as to bow before God, and re-immediate results may not be just
pent of them all, and especially in as we might desire.
We are reCOLDING the gospel at people view of his own responsibility for sponsible for the seed we sow, b u t
is not the most effective way of those sins. I t was natural that he God alone can give the increase in
We realize
presenting God's message to man. should speak with some feeling of His own good time.
The wrath of man worketh not God's the freeness of pardon through Jesus that in undertaking the work of
righteousness, nor man's salvation. Christ, even for ouch grievous sins. Sunday school superintendent and
"That day was an era in that teachers we have assumed serious
"Were you ever a fisherman?"
church.
The house of God was
responsibilites, but if love is the
said an aged Christian to a student
of divinity. "Yes, I have fished another Bochim, and many an ach- motive by which we are led, we will
with the rod on the rocks," was his ing heart found relief in tears. The not only cheerfully take up the
reply. " O h ! But I mean with the people of God repented, and came work assigned to us, but also gladly
net?" "No, I never did."—"Well, up to the help of the Lord, and "bear one another's burdens."—Selyou need to learn it. And do you many were turned from their sins to ected by a lover of S. S.
know that when there is thunder, praise redeeming love. We noted
SPURGEON ON PREACHINGthe fish go to the bottom of the the lesson at the time, and ever since
sea?"—"Yes, I know that to be a deemed it in point to show how
N a late address on open-air-preachfact."—"Well, my young friend, those who labor for Christ should
bear
themselves
towards
their
tardy,
ing Mr. Spurgeon severly critithere are very many ministers that
and, perhaps, backslidden brethren." cised some ministerial mistakes. H e
don't seem to think of that."
-—The Christian, Sel.,by S' B. Stoner. knew preachers whose manner was
Not like hail, and snow, and hursimply execrable. Some men closed
ricane, and tempest, does the gracious word of God come most effect- RESPONSIBILITY Of SUPERINTEND- their fists, and from other actions
it would appear as if they were goively to the hearts of men. The
ENTS AND TEAOHERS.
ing to give some one a black eye.
words that break hearts, come from
H E superintendent is appointed Some men could not preach unless
hearts that are broken. Said Moses:
to oversee and direct the work they chopped and sawed the air, and
"My doctrine shall drop as the rain,
my speech shall distil as the dew; of the whole school, but he should he had seen men preach with their
as the small rain upon the tender not be expected to furnish the motive hands behind them lifting up their
herb, and as the showers upon the power that runs the school, as the coat tails. Some preachers imitate
grass: because I will publish the steam engiue furnishes the power others. So that some who heard
name of the Lord: ascribe ye great- that runs the threshing machine. them say, "that's like Spurgeon,"
ness unto our God."—Deut. 22:2, 3. While the superintendent exercises and of others they would say, "That's
"Many years ago," said a writer a general oversight over the whole like Moody." He recommended them
in the Oberlin Evangelist, "we knew school he can do but little or noth- by no means to imitate anybody, but
a gospel minister, who had been ing without faithful teachers; teach- to be themselves. Preaching-monkeys
preaching many a pointed sermon to ers who can inspire their pupils with would not do, they must be preachstir up his people to the work of the a desire for Bible study and then ing-men. He would not have any
Lord. Hope, long deferred, began meet that desire, not by parading minister of Christ to be grotesque
to threaten heart-sickness. At length their own superior knowledge of the so as to draw away the attention of
his feelings became intensely ear- Bible before their classes, but byhis hearers from his subject and
nest for the conversion of several of holding the interest and affection of drew it upon himself. Then they
the youth in his congregation. I t their pupils and guiding their minds should regulate their voice. I t was
seemed to him like a mighty bap- and hearts as they search for them- a grand thing to have a sonorous
voice, but they should not bawl
tism of love and prayer for their selves.
souls.
When the next Sabbath
Teachers, never lose sight of the themselves to death. He had known
brought him before his people, he fact that the aim and purpose of the open air-preachers who seemed to
tried to tell them, in a plain, simple Sunday school is to lead souls to to think that the power of the everway, how ho had felt for the souls Christ and to teach the things per- lasting Gospel had something to do
of some of their children, and natu- taiuiug to His kingdom.
I t is a with the power of their limgs, and
rally made some allusions to theself-evident fact that no one is able they bawled so loudly that they had
need of repentance and of first love to teach that which he himself does to stop every now and then to pump
in t h e church. I t was remarkable, not know.
Only these are compe- air into their lungs.—Sel.
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HEALTH AND HOME.
"That our sons may be as plants grown up
in their youth; that our daughters may be as
corner-stones, polished after the similitude
of a palace."- Psalm 144:12.

THE AVERAGE MAN!

But just give me back my papers."
Being in a hurry, the gentleman
thought it wiser to do as requested,
and handed the papers to the boy,
who gave him the dime and dashed
away.
The next evening the gentleman
met the lad at the end of the bridge,
and the boy said at once, "You're
the one I wanted to see."
" I don't care for the papers," the
gentleman said, "but I want you to
understand that you made a mistake
when—
" I know I did," interrupted the
boy, "and that's why I was hoping
I would see you. I mistook you
for a man who buys papers of me
every night. This customer handed
me that bad dime, took the papers,
and hurried along, saying, 'Keep
the change till to-morrow night.'
To-night when he asked me for the
change for the dime, I saw the mistake I had made. I'm sorry I spoke
the way I did last night, and I hope
you'll overlook it."
Many mistakes are caused by carelessness that might be avoided, but
when we have made a mistake we
are not all courageous enough to acknowledge it.—Sel.
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this instruction by example, the
teacher, as well as the pupil, may receive benefit.—Sel.
TWO TYPES 01 CHRISTIAN WOMANHOOD.

T

H E R E are two Christian women.
We know them both. They are
good, true, and faithful, each in her
sphere. One attends conventions,
makes
missionary addresses, manIn the hour of peril and trial,
ages societies, and collects a vast
In the hour you meet as you can,
amount of money for missionary and
You may safely depend on the wisdom and
church enterprises. She is doing a
Skill of the average man.
work for God and humanity, and
'Tie the average man and no other
many heathen homes are transformed
Who does his plain duty each day,
through her labors. I know another
The small thing his wage is for doing,
woman, timid and shrinking from
On the commonplace bit of the way.
public
gaze. You never see her name
'Tis the average man, may God bless him,
among the delegates to religious conWho pilots us still in the van,
ventions, nor see an account of an
Over land, over sea, as we travel,
able paper that she has read before
J u s t the plain, hardy, average man.
some religious body, for the simple
So on through the days of existence,
reason that she hasn't read any
All mingling, in shadow or shine,
papers; but I have met her many a
We may oount on theevery-day hero,
time by the sick-bed of the poor and
Whom haply the gods may divine,
destitute,
sitting up with the sick
But who wears the swarth grime of his calling,
who had no friends, night after night
And labors and earns as he can,
But stands a t the last with the noblest,
and out of her own slender means
The commonplace average man.
providing food for the hungry, medi—Margaret E. Sangster.
cine for the sick, clothing for half—:
»
— m
,
naked children. No one except her
ACKNOWLEDGED HIS MISTAKE.
EAT SLOWLY.
pastor knew anything of it, yet she
OST of us know by experience
also was doing a great work for God
how easy it is to make mistakes,
H E opinion that hurry in eating and for humanity.—Alabct7na Chrishow hard to acknowledge them. I t
is a prolific cause of dyspepsia tian Advocate.
takes a certain amount of courage to is founded on common observation.
own that we have been in the wrong, The ills resulting from bolting food "If the kingdom is ever to come to
and yet many times such an acknow- have been attributed to the tack of our Lord—and it will come-'-it never
ledgment is due by right to another, thorough mastication, and to the in- will come through a few ministers,
and is the only fair and honorable complete action of the saliva upon missionaries or evangelists preaching
course that we can take.
the food. Two-thirds of the food the gospel. I t must come through
A man well known iu Chicago was which we eat is starch, and starch every one of you preaching it—in
hurrying down the stairs at the rail- can not be utilized in the system as the shop and by the firesides, when
road station to catch his suburban food until it has been converted into walking abroad and when sitting in
train, when a detaining hand was sugar, and this change is principally the chamber. You must all of you
laid upon him. Turning, he saw a effected by the saliva. But there is be always endeavoring to'savesome.'"
news-boy, augry and much out of a third reason why rapidity of eating —Sel.
interferes with digestion. The prebreath.
Obedience is the crowning grace
"Give me back my papers!" de- sence of the salivary secretion in the
manded the boy. "This ten-cent stomach acts as a stimulus to the se- of a follower of Jesus Christ. I t is the
piece you gave me is a counterfeit." cretion of the gastric juice. Irre- essence, the very core, of personal
And he held out a battered, dis- spective of the mechanical function holiness. To learn the will of our
of the teeth, food which goes into divine Master is the chief purpose
colored dime.
" I never saw you before," said the the etomach incompletely mingled of Bible study and true prayer. To
gentleman. "These papers," taking with saliva passes slowly and imper- do the will of that Master is the
from his pocket two city dailies, " I fectly through the process of stomach loftiest attainment to which any
have delivered at my office every digestion. Therefore, as a sanitary child of redeeming grace can aspire
maxim of no mean value, teach the this side of heaven.—Theodore L.
night.
"Oh yes. that's what you all say. children to eat slowly; and in giving Cuyler.
When i t comes to a question of trusting
Yourself to the risks of the road,
When the thing is the sharing of burdens,
T h e lifting the heft of a load.
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may be doing their work.
As a
wise citizen, the disciple of Jesus The chief occasions among women
will favor all the agencies, social, naenta derangement, bodily « X
pasalonf-Chria'
legal, and physical, which help the ing, shame, and
turn Advocate.
^'irisdrunkard, but if he does not seek to
imUflKEMESS A SIN.
win him to the love of Christ he be"Woe unto him that giveth his
F j E U N K E N N E S S is a sin.
The trays his Master and his Mission. If
U
Bible is a fhU volume, pro the Christian teacher in South Africa neighbor drink."—Hab. 2:15. Years
nouncing just judgment.
It con- were content when the Kaffirs had ago a man in Philadelphia, tired o£
demns the drunkards, "they that been persuaded to wear civilized making an honest living as a cartarry long at the wine." Home tern clothing, he would simply fail of his penter, went to a friend of his, and
And so our work asked for a license to open a tavern.
perance reformers are over-lenient distinctive work.
to the drunkard, speaking of him for the drunkards comes short of The man said, "Why do you notstick
"Tavern-keeping is
and to him only in soft words, on anything supremely, important if it to the plane?"
leaves
them
children
of
disobedience,
more
lucrative.
I
want to get richer."
the theory that he is but slightly r e
sponsible for the crime of putting abiding under the condemnation of "But will you not be affording additional facilities to drunkards to
an enemy into his mouth to steal God. —Selected.
destroy themselves?"
"Perhaps I
away his brains."
The Word of
shall."
"Will
not
at
least
five men
God does not say that. Its weight
LIQUOEAUDQEIME.
die drunkards every year if you get
lest condemnations fall o u the diun
"I never thought of
kard.
He is not to inherit eternal H P H E Voice recently addressed a a license?"
that;
but
I
suppose
so."
"Then, if
Me. He is excluded from the king6 t M
/.° a large number of you keep a tavern ten years, fifty
dom of God as having defiled that i
body which- was made to be a temple chiefs of police of the country ask men will have died through your
for the divine indwelling, and des n.g hem the following q a £ t i ^ . agency. Now, what becomes of the
crated that soul Which was meant to *UBt m y o a r opinion, what proper' drunkard? Does he go to heaven?"
tiou of the business which come? to " I suppose not."
"I am sure he
i
.
" "°» mean!
n
j
o u r department arises from tlTe use does not; for no drunkard shall inbe
a
reflex
image
of
the
God
holiness.
He is under condemns of intoxicating liquor? Second, if J e herit the kingdom of heaven. What
tion as a breaker of the divine law saloons of your city were closed becomes of him, then?" "Why, he
and needs the love of God in Christ and liquor selling and liquor drTnk must go to hell." "Well, do you not
to pardon, cleanse, and heal him
»'g should cease, i 8 it v o n r n „ f • | think it will be just if, at the end of
The Christian ought to keep this that the police e x p e n s e s ^ J y o T S 1 ten years, the Lord sends you to
truth u mind in all his efforts to re would be reduced? If s o i*"
? hell to look after those fifty drunclaim the drunkard.
Thus he will would they be r e d u c ^ n ' ^ kards?"
The carpenter went back
bend over the fallen soul with a piti- replies were received. Out of these to his plane. He saw that the liquor
M n e s s like that of Christ, whose 8 a 3 ^ h e I W , "thirty estimate the dealer not only makes his victims
tears of sorrow came from a heart proportion of business of the pol "e poor, despised, and miserable, but
that knew all things, both the pos- which came from the saloon S 9 0 he takes from them their chance of
sibilities of good in the vilest and per cent or more. Fiftv o„«
• happiness aud heaven, and deserves
also the appalling ills which sin - t e d the proportion . & £
Z t himself an eternal death.—Selected.
carries in it and with it eternally or more; while only thirty put the
-The spirit in which the Christian is per cent at less than one-half The
to do temperance work is the spint average estimate to the first proposi
David had found the safeguard
of the wise evangelist, recognizing tion was 63 per cent, while t h e T e ' against sin when he said, "Thy word
the interaction of physical and mor- age of the second proposition was 41 have I hid in mine heart." We know
al agencies, how the body depraves per ^"-Central
VhristiZAf God through His word; we Jove Him
he soul and the soul r/ay
S vacate.
only when we know Him. How imthe body, but holding on, above all
portant, then, is the study of God's
tlnugs, to a divine, omnipotent Lord
messages to the world! Learn more
who is able to regenerate both soul
of your Bible; spend hours upon it
ana oody.
Terrible is the tale of suicides in where yon have been spending minGermany.
Nearly eight thousand utes, aud you will soon see the fruit
I accept the scientific truth that
took
their
own
lives in the year 1900; of it in a better life.—Sel.
drunkenness may become a disease
t o d e treated by medical and hy- the proportion of men to women be„_, uiwiuoi ana ny- ing three to one. The official figures
A bushel of corn makes four galgienic
influences.
than disease. ITt is aBut
sin; itit isis amore
vol show that rather more than oue- lons of whiskey, which retails for
+ ho« -^surrender ' of
' a man's moral quarter were persons mentally de- $16.
Out of (his the government
nntary
nature to his lower passions, and ranged. Nearly one-half the whole gets $3, the railroads $1, the manwhile medicine is doing its work the number had been addicted to drink. ufactures $4, the venders $7, the
divine Spirit and the divine truth This we understand to mean immod- farmers 40c and the drinker the r
erate users of alcoholic intoxicants.
delirum trenieus.—Sel.
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ANSWERS TO BIBLE QUESTIONS-

OUR YOUTH.
AN ERRAND BOY.

F

OLLOWING are the answers to Bible
questions in Jan. 1st issue of the V I S -

ITOR.

Only an errand-boy running all day,
Plenty of work, with the smallest of pay.
Glad to bring smiles t o a wan mother's cheek;
"Rent can be paid with two dollars a week."
Only an errand-boy, nimble and smart—
(That is, he ought to be now at the start)
Commonly clad, as a rule, but who cares?
Time enough yet for the tailor's fine wares.
Only an errand-boy, lunching at noon,
With a boy's appetite, nature's-sweet boon;
Simple the repast that rounds the fair cheek.
Bread can be bought with two dollars a week.
Only an errand-boy, doing the chores,
Coming and g o ; n ; t h r o u g h gateways and doors
Up-stairs and down-stairs, hundreds of times!
Whistling and singing his rude boyish rhymes.
Only an errand-boy, climbing the hill,
Good, honest manhood he'll reach with a will
Digging and sowing good seed as he climbs,
Gaining the dollars by saving the dimes.
Only an errand boy, bless his dear heart,
Riding u p home on the tail'of a cart,
Carrying smiles for a mother's pale cheek,
Sunshine and smiles and—two dollars a week!
—Sel.

A.--Absalom. 2 Sam. 18:9
B.—Babel. Geo. 11:9,
C—Carmel. Jer. 46:18.
D.—Deborah. Gen. 35:8.
E.— Esau. Gen. 25:22-34.
F.—Felix. Acts 24:25.
G.—Gabriel. Luke 1:W.
H.—Hannah. 1 Sam. 1:22
L—Israel. 2 Kings 1", 18. 25,
J.—Jethro. Ex. 3:1.
K.— Kadesh Barnea. Deu 1:19.
L.—Lazarus. Luke 16:20.
D M.—Moloch. Lev. 22:2,3.
N.—Noah. Gen. 6:13-22.
O.—Ophel. 2Chron. 27:3.
P.—Patmos. Rev. 1:9.
Q.—Quartus. Rom. 16:23.
R.—Ruth. Matt. 1:5
S.— Sampson. Judges 16:23-30.
T.—Tyre. Isa. 23:8-11.
It.—Uphas^ Jer. 10:9.
V.—Vashti. Est. 2:17.
Z.—Zoar. Gen. 19:22.
We have received some answers to the
above questions which were very good,
but only had one to send us answers t h a t
correspond with t h e above. We tliauk
all those who have responded, because it
proved very interesting to us and believe
t h a t more questions of t h e same nature
would stimulate Bible studi'.
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love of home makes stronger the love for
the government which protects the home.
Habits of Industry.— I would prefnt h a t my child be reared in the most unpretentious cottage, and trained t o
habits of industry and economy, than to
be brought up in a stately mansion, surrounded by the enervating influences of
wealth,ease and idleness. "An idle m i t d
is the devil's workshop."
Principles of Temperance.—If greater
energy were expended in teaching t h e
principles of temperance to the youta in
the schools and in the home there will I e
less demand for temperance laws and
.fewer victims to t h e drink habit. T h e
increased consumption of tobacco, a n l
the widespread indulgence and t h e evil
effectsof cigarette-smoking, are assuming
alarming proportions.
A" Purpose in Life.—I would impress
upon the mind of every youth the motto
of Longfellow: " I am determined to be
intensely something;" or t h a t of Emeison: "Hitch your wagon to a star." I c tensity of purpose, a resolute determinetion, with indomitable will powei,
coupled with t h e foregoing principles;
are the essential factors which will win
in the battle of life.—Sel.

The country-bred boy has the distinct
advantage over t h e city-bred fellow in
FOLLOWING ~ESUS,
two tilings—his strength is greater by
reason of his country birth and he has a
EAR friends and readers of the Vrsi.
clearer idea of hard work. The country
TOE: I was impressed I should writa
bred boy, as a general rule, has to strugDonegal, Kan.
to you. I am trying to follow my Masgle for his existence; h e has to help on
ter who did so much for me. I have had
the farm, and generally it is hard work.
a small experience of late about walking WHAT A GOVERNOR SAYS TO BOYS. This gives him strength and power of enin His footsteps. I t had snowed a little
OVERNOR Mount, of Indiana, wrote durance, while all t h e time he is breathin t h e night and when 1 went to school
some suggestions to boys which are ing an atmosphere of pure air into his
I noticed a few footprints along the side wise and well put. We quote t h e "five lungs. Experience prepares such a boy
of the road and I began to walk in them, fundamental principles" which, he de- for hard work. The city-bred boy rarely
but I found that I just had to look only clares, are essential to success, and lie a t knows what hard work is, and when he
at them and did not dare to be looking the foundation of good citizenship:
meets i t as a young man he cannot enaround. I had to have my eyes fixed on
Discipline.—Obedience to constituted dure it. I t Is true t h a t t h e country boy
them, and I thought, t h a t is the way authority, self-control, discipline of the approaches city problems with a lesser
when we try to walk in t h e steps of our will, of t h e tastes, t h e passions, t h e as- knowledge of them than does the cityMaster, Jesus Christ. We dare not be pirations, t h e habits. "He t h a t ruleth bred boy. But often, as has been said,the
looking what is going on around us in his spirit is greater than he t h a t taketh two fundamental essentials in carving
the world, b u t roust fix our eyes on Jesus. a city."
out one's way to a successful career are
Now I hope Christian friends; we will
Love of home and country.—I never good health and hard work. With these a
all try to keep in His footsteps t h a t we knew, a boy who loved his home, his pa- young man can.accomplish almost anymay obey His will. I want to trust Him rents, his brothers and sisters, and to thing he desires; without them he can do
more; He has done so much for me. I whom it was a joy and pleasure to respect nothing.—Sel.
had a very bad cold so t h a t I had to and obey his parents, who ever brought
cough near all night, but, praise His grief to his home or dishonor to his famDo not despise your situation; in it ycu
Holy Name, He took it all away and lets ily. Through the tempting and danger- must act, suffer, and conquer. From evme sleep again a t night.
ous environments of war, and the multi- ery-point on earth we are equally near Co
heaven and to the infinite.—Amid.
1 wish more unsaved ones would turn plied conditions since, I have found it a
to Him and serve Him. I think it is pleasure steadfastly to keep t h e boyhood
" T h e essential oil of tobacco h a s
such a blessed way. Pray for me and my promise I made my mother never to use
friend t h a t we may serve Him and do tobacco or intoxicants. F orn a life of b e e n used for. homicidal purpose9.
more for Him who has done so much
experience I can most earnestly com- N e a r l y fifty y e a r s a g o , i t was e m for us.
mend the wisdom of making and keeping ployed b y t h e C o u n t B o c a r m e o
Your friend in Jesus Christ.
such
promises. The love of country is in- m u r d e r h i s b r o t h e r - i n - l a w , for tl.e
EELETSI N. BtOTTMAN.
tervvoveri with' the love of home, Tl^p porpose of Securing h i s p r o p e r t y . "
kobata, P a .
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For the exposition of true, practical piety
In.issue of .Tan. 1, page 6, 1st column, Okla., has also moved tothesamelocality
and devoted to the spread of Evangelical 24th line from top of page, read, "mat and so the two families will be associated
truths and the Unity of the church.
ters of blessing if properly used, butshal in the work.
Published in the interest of the ohuroh of low and hollow forms," instead of "mat
the Brethren in Christ.
I t is dawning upon tlr? minds of other
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nations, that, in the United States of
America, they have a very formidable
rival in manufactures of all kinds, and a
few of them have sent capable men t o
study the causes of '.he supremacy of the
States products. I t is found that the
workmen in this country are more reliable, may be depended on to work the
required time, and as to quality of work,
they are moie exact and can produce a
finer article than European workmen.
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Mich the whole being and life to do and en„.^ „county,
„ u u V , xuicn.
Guatamala, Central America.
I t is hoped lie may there find opportunity dure the will of God. He who has done
miniotv.^ and
"-^—-•
,n the ministry
win souks this has no self to give. I t
Fannie L Hoffman, KhamgaoD, Berar, India to exercise in
to Christ. We understand there are no
«'>G. JI, is given.
Elmina Hoffman,
Kedgeon Poona Dist.. Ramabia Home, India. other members of the Brotherhood a t 2. A lying consecration of our money.
place, so there
•*.*»<»••». I that
uuabpiace,
the will be opportunity This, really, is involved in the true
Martha Hoffman, San Salvador Salvador C.A. i for mission work
of the
We also learn t h a t J thought
Our money
i consecration of ourselves.
is, in a powerful and pecu-
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liar sense, ourselves. Into the gaining " t h a t they may receive remission of sins
of it we put every part of our b e i n g - and an inheritance among them t h a t are
mind, heart, body. If it is not ourselves sanctified, which is by faith in Me."
it is the most speaking image of ourselves. (Christ Jesus.) Thus has God provided
3. A lying c insecration of our affections. salvation for the Gentiles that they may
We pretend to love Jesus supremely, and
live for self.
He further says, "Our be fellow-heirs with the children of
precious Christian hymuology is made Abraham, and an open door is placed bethe innocent accomplice of this sin. Wefore them through which they are insing, "Were the whole realm of nature vited toenter. " I am the door; by Me, if
mine, t h a t were an offering all too small" man enter in he shall be saved, and shall
and put less money into the evangeliza- go in and out, and find pasture."—John
tion of the world than into our hoarding 10:9. Inside of the open door, in the fold
or our waste. We sing, "If ever I loved
thee, my Jesus, 'tis now," with scarce a there is safety, and shelter, and food, but
thought of the import of our words. And outside is danger, and exposure, and
the penalty is spiritual deadness, as in want.
tire case of Ananias i t was physical
But the Gentiles knew not God; they
death."
were blind; their eyes were closed; they
were in darkness, and, finally, under the
THE MESSAGE TO THE WORLD.
power of satan. Thus with a few bold
F T E R the rejection, condemnation, strokes of t h e Master's brush there is
crucifixion, and resurrection of Jesus presented to our view a picture of the
Christ He occupied the place where He awful condition of the unsaved.
could rightfully claim t h a t "All power
Do we ask, why will people continue
(authority) is given unto Me in heaven in sin? why will the unrighteous, disand in earth," and occupying such an honest, dissipated man continue in bis
exalted position, all the movements and course? Why will even those t h a t are
efforts of His servants in the future young in years choose the way that's
should be under His direction. Someone wide? Oh, it is because satan has them
has said that the 21st chapter of St. John in his power. But, while it is true that
is an epitome of the work of this Gospel the Gentiles to whom Paul was sent had
age. First the disciples made a self- eyes closed and were in darkness, and
effort in fishing, and after having toiled such is the state of the heathen today to
all night they had caught nothing. And whom the Gospel has not been made
there was a poor look-out for breakfast known, the many sinners in Gospel lands
for the weary,all-night toilers. But when who have often heard the good news of
Jesus directed them in their efforts there Christ's redemption, if blind and in
was immediate and remarkable success. darkness, are purposely so; they have not
Once before had Jesus directed where the permitted the entrance of God's Word,
net was to be cast with similar result. because its entrance giveth light. ScarceThus in the future were the workers, ly any who have never heard the Gospel
the servants, to be under the direction of will read these lines, but there may be
the "High Priest of our profession," such in the homes where the VISITOR is
even Jesus Christ.
read, who are of the class t h a t are purIn Acts 26:18 the Apostle Paul gives a posely blind. Remember t h a t Jesus prostatement of the announcement he was nounced the woes on the cities where
to carry to the Gentiles, and what i t many of His mighty works were done bewas Christ's purpose to accomplish for cause they had not repented. The cities of
them. T h e ultimate purpose was t h a t the plain, and Tyre and Sidon,would find
they should be heirs of eternal life, heirs it more tolerable in the day of judgment
than these favored cities. I t is awful to
of heaven.
deliberately
close out the light. O may
Israel had much advantage—see Rom.
3:1,2 and 9:4, but God included all people God help all such to escape for their lives
in His plan of salvation, so He calls a now.
special servant and fits him to go to the
But the message and work included
Gentiles, in order t h a t unto them might more than to be enlightened—more than
be made known the "riches of Hisgrace," to bear, more than to be convicted of sin.
and that the company of heaven should Possibly many are heavily convicted, are
be composed of others beside the. seed of brought face to face with their record of
Abraham. How wonderful is our God'. sin, and make a start, turn over a new
His ways are past finding oat! "Is God leaf, become moral, and seek to lead a
the God of Jews only? Is He not the God new life, in outward observance of the
of Gentiles also'? Yea of Gentiles also: if the ceremonials of the church but have
so be that God is one, and He shall justi- not been delivered from the power of
fy the circumcision by faith, and the un- satan unto God. The enlightened, concircumcision through faith."—Rom. 3:29, victed, contrite sinner will be led to be30. R, V.
come obedient to God in repentance for
The HEIRS are those who are sanctified; sin, confession of sin, forsaking of sin

A
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and so be truly turned away from his
course in darkness toward the heavenly
Light. Such a soul will be led up to
Calvary where Clirist—the Lamb of God
—paid the penalty for sin, and deliverance comes "by faith t h a t is in Me."
Yea, only Christ is the "propitiation
for our sins." His redemption saves from
the guilt of sin. He delivers from the
power of sin and satan. He sanctifies
those whom He redeems; He makes them
ail-glorious again. 'He has conquered the >
strong foe, a n d ' H i s saints overcome by
the Blood of the Lamb. The Blood is all
their plea. They sing unto Him Who
loved us and- washed us from our sins in
His own Blood. Then will those who
have been delivered from the guilt of
sin, and also made free from its power,
and who enthrone in their hearts Christ
as Lord, (I Peter 3:15) and who have put
on Jesus Christ (Rom. 13:14); and who
serve the Lord in holiness and righteousness (Luke 1:75) unto the end, be also delivered from the presence of sin; heirs of
the heavenly inheritance which is "incorruptible, undeiiled, and which fadetli
not away, reserved in heaven for you."—
1 Peter 1:4.
Then, unsaved one, will you not now
lieed the pleadings of mercy, and come
home to Jesus Who "gives you rest?"
Then give yourself unreservedly, consecrating yourself to Him without reserve,
taking upon you His yoke and learn of
Him * * and you shall find soul rest in
Hi in. Some of our correspondents writing from different fields speak of souls
who are coming home to God. This is
Cheering news, but when the foundation
is laid, there must follow the superstructure. The walking in the Light; the becoming fruitful brandies so t h a t there
may be "fruit," "more fruit" and "much
fruit," the yielding yourselves "unto God
as those who are alive from the dead;"
the "presenting your bodies * * a living sacrifice;" the coming out from
among them and not touching the unclean tiling; the cleansing of yourselves
from all "defilement of the flesh and
spirits perfecting (going forward) in holiness in the fear of God."
No Christian can afford to get away
from the cardinal truth of his religion—
t h a t he is a sinner saved by the grace of
Jesus Christ. If we were to come back
cftener to this point, our life would have
more power as well asv more peace and
charity. Our attitude toward our fellowmen, and toward God Himself, is altered
vastly by the remembrance t h a t we have
no virtue of our own, but only the imputed and imparted merit of the Savior.
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doctrine. We feel t h a t we are only vesvels through which God can work and
we give Him all the honor for these privBUFFALO MISSION,
ileges of doing good in His Name. We
had a fair attendance a t the various serJanuary Eeport.
vices during this month and especially
DONATIONS.
interesting meetings over Christmas-tide.
Sifter Craten Bitner, Ont
P 1 00We also had some sad experiences having
Sister Clara Winger,Ont
50 three funerals during the ten days pre2 00 ceding Christmas. The following donaBio. Elias Good, P a
A Brother
io oo tions were also received: from Mrs. J.
Bro. Sheppard, Buffalo
SO McClellan, Middletowu, O , one box conSister Maggie Turner, Ont
2 00 taining 13 qt. canned fruit, some apples,
Sister Cora Herr, Clarence Center. ,
1 00 dried fruit, and eggs; from Henry Shirk,
Win. Kreider, and others, Shannon, 111.,
Total
$ 17 00 donation of butter, dried fruit, chickens,
EXPENSES.
etc.; from brethren a t Kamona, Kans., a
Coal
.-... $ 10 40 box weighing 250 ibs, containing fruit,
Provisions and other necessaries..,
7 91 butter,and bedding.May God richly bless
Due Mission last report
1 46 these who were mindful that we had need
Total
of these things. We expect to hold some
$ 19 77 special services in the near future for the
Due Mission
$ 2 77 salvation of the lost and we earnestly rej w HOOVER and WORKERS.
quest your prayers t h a t we may have a
25 Hawley St., Buffalo, N. Y.
mighty outpouring of the Spirit a t this
time.
0HI0AG0 MISSION.
SARAH BERT AND WORKERS.

CHURCH IEWS.

Report for month ending Jan. 15, 1901.

Chicago, Feb. 4, 1902!

KECEIPTS.

accepted the truth, but were not willing
to obey altogether.
People, in general, thought t h e meetings were good because money was not
before t h e sermon, and as Bro. Frey
brought the deepe" work of grace fresh
to our minds again, we were not slow in
accepting i t as we believe there is too
much shallow work being done. While
doing some personal work we only find
out how people stand.
One woman whom we met was much
wrapped up in t h e Millennium Dawn
teachings, but when we brought to her
mind the second birth she could not understand it. Finally she said, she was
begotten, but not born again. So w*e
find many who believe in some doctrine
which is of little use but neglect the esand sent ; al part. Pray t h a t the essential
part may be tauglit first,then go on to perfection.
Pray for the writer t h a t he may ever
be kept humble.
WM. p . KERN.
Blackwell, Okia.
F o r the EVANGELICAL VISITOB.

MEETINGS AT FAIRLAND, PA.

MESSIAH EES0UE HOME.

Montfer Free, New Carlisle, O
f 5 00
Y request of the Brethren of t h e disAnna Rhodes, Ramona, Kans
2 00 Cash donations for the months Dec. and
trict, Bro. John Myers, of MechanicsIda Metz, Abilene, Kans
50 January.
Sarah A. Wolfe, Polo, III
1 00 Donation box
$ 5 75 burg, Pa., assisted by the home Brethren
Hlias Good, Manchester, P a
2 00 M. C. Eby
60 opened a series of meetings on Dec. 15,
Reuben Climenhaga,Stevensville, Ont.
2 00 Jacob B. Nissley, Carlisle, P a
8 00 and continued to t h e end of t h e year.
D. H. Brechbill, Moonlight, Kans
5 00 Annie Limber, Millersburg, Pa.
25 Bro. Myers in his sermons expounded the
A. B. Mnsser, Harrisburg P a
. 2 00 Elias Good, Manchester, P a . .
2 00 Word of God with power and boldness.
In His Name
5 00 Lizzie Miller at the home
1 75 He upheld sanctih'cation and holiness,
without which no one shall see God. H i s
John Sheets, Moonlight, Kans
5 00
plain and simple way of delivery seemed
Kent...
4 00
Total
.$18 35
to be appreciated by all. Sinners were"
In His Name
3 00
A. B MUSSER. TREAS.
aroused to repentance and, we trust, some,
Jennie Shirk, Shannon, 111..:
1 00
cold professors to more earnestness. Dur-.
Daniel F. Glass, Chicago, 111
1 20
MESSIAH HOME ORPHANAGE

B

ing the course of t h e meeting six souls'

Total amount received
Deficit Jan. 15, "902

38 70
Cash donations for the months Dec. and Jan. became penitent and openly called for
2 41
mercy and asked prayers on their behalf.
Donation box
86
Three of them were girls about twelve
EXPENSES.
it. C. Eby
50
years old. Praise God for salvation not
Deficit Dec. 15, 1901, due Mission... f 2 98 Emma Engle, Marietta, P a . .
50
only to grown-up people b u t also for,
General provisions
6 33 Elias Good, Manchester, P a .
2 00
children. We believe they were really'
Gas
1 80
saved. May God help them to reach after
Rent
30 00
Total
$ 3 86
the real beauty and blessedness •of His
The report shows that the receipts were
service. Two of the others were about
Total amount expended
41 11
small for the last few months, but feel
We praise God tor His care and good- thankful for what is donated towards the sixteen. They, too, openly confessed to
have found peace and joy in Christ. Dear
ness to us during this month. While the cause. May God help.in all, Amen.

weather was bitter cold and there was
A. B. MUSSEB, TEEAS.
much suffering among t h e people, we
were supplied so t h a t we lacked noth- For the EVANGELICAL VISITOB.
ing. Many packages, bundles,and basketsMEETINGS AT BLACK WELL, 0ZLA.
ful of provision, clothing, and bedding
were carried to those t h a t were known
N January 1st, meetings were comto be in need and who were deemed
menced a t t h e Blackwell Mission,
worthy of assistance. T h e dear Breth- and continued until the loth. T h e Brethren who sent t h e different dona- ren H. L. Shirk of Shannon, 111., and
tions will find themselves recompensed Harvey Frey of Talmage, Kan., labored
a t the resurrection of t h e just, as our in the meetings, T h e attendance and
Lord and Master has taught us in his attention were good, and a few seemingly

O

young Sisters, keep close to Christ, obey '
your convictions, and whatever you do,
do i t heartily as to t h e Lord. Avoid
Grumbling street and reside on Hallelujah avenue. The other was a man about
forty. He told of the miserable life he
w'as leading and was anxiously seeking
for mercy when the meeting closed.
Would to God t h a t the Holy Spirit would
flncf.His way into many more sin-hardened
hearts, and that the terrible lukewarmuess and indifference amongst the pro-

ELYA-rc©;EkM&fi.Ei Y I S I T O R .
fessed followers of Christ would be driven blessing abide on all who have thus been
MISSIONARY.
out by t h e Holy Ghost and fire. How instrumental in His hand. Pray for me
very true is t h a t expression of Christ,
"out of the abundance of t h e heart the
mouth speaketh." People can readily
see what fills my he.irt by hearing what
my mouth speaketh and how hard i t is
for some professors to speak "just a word"
for Jesus, I t takes so much coaxing
when tlie heart, isn't full of His love. We
believe Bro. Myers freed his hands, and
pray God's richest blessings to crown all
his labors for the Lord. Amen.

t h a t I may do good while t h e days are
going by. Fare-ye-well.
IDA KUTZ.
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NOTICE.

W

E WISH to say to all interested in
the Orphanage work in India, carOn the day'of Pentecost t h e ' h e a r e r s ried on by our son and your brother and
were "pricked in their hearts," and so co-workers in Jesus, t h a t all who wish to
were soon saying, "Men and brethren, help in clothing those little waifs, can do
what must we do?" I n our lesson ( \ c t s so by making garments for them in t h e
5:25-42) t h e men of t h e council were way of shirts for the boys, and dresses,
"cut," and "took counsel to slay them." chemise and drawers for the girls. They
Observe t h a t in the latter passage t h e don't want any pants for t h e boys as
H E N R Y K. KRKLDEK.
words, " t o t h e heart" are supplied words. they prefer the "dhoty" or loin cloth tor
^—-»»—*
As usual, they completely spoil t h e sense. them. We thought to bring this t o t h e
For the Evangelical Visitor.
The men of the council were " c u t " but. minds of t h e dear ones now as in t h e
MEETINGS AT HOWIOK, ONT.
not "to the heart." T h a t was the trouble. w i n t e r t i m e many people are slack and
Their love of power took alarm a t t h ehardly know what to get at, so like
SERIES of meetings was held in the boldness of the apostles, and t h e favor "Dorcas" they can be making garments
Brethren's M. H. in Ilowiek, Ont., Willi which the people were hearing the for the poor. I t certainly will be a great
by Bro. PeterSteckley of Bethesda, Ont., new message. They "doubted whereunto help to t h e overworked Sisters there. In
eummenciug on Jan. 12, 1902 and was this would grow." There was no room a letter not long since, one of the workers
closed on t h e 29th. T h e meetings in In apostolic Christianity for a Sanhedrim sairl they had just tinished forty suits of
general were interesting and spiritual.
T h a t came later, witli the rise of Nicol- underwear for the girls and that they had
A true spiritual living was earnestly aitanisin, clerisy, priestly assumption, eighty shirts to make for the boys.
held up to the believer, which was gen- and the sub-ordination of "the laity."* * The shirts should be made of blue and
erally well accepted and the sinner was Just as the forcing of the issue witli t h e white striped or chequed shirting or a
earnestly entreated to accept the Savior Pharisees sent Jesus Christ to t h e cross, good coarse gingham: t h e shirting ought
AVho gave Himself a Ransom for their so the forcing of the issue with the re- not to be t h e heaviest. The dresses
sins, and is able to save to the uttermost.' ligious authorities sent His apostles to should be made of the old-fashioned blue
Three souls claim to have found peace the whipping-post.—C. I. Scojlehl, in ifec- and while calico or gingham, ranging in
with God during these meetings and ord of Christian Work.
size for girls from three to sixteen years.
some seven or eight more rose for prayer.
:—.• • ^ • m
We hope t h e sisters will interest themWe hope these may also find Jesus prec- Delay not, delay not, O sinner, draw near!
selves in the different localities, and not
ious to their souls.
The waters of life are now flowing for thee: only in the church: there are other good
people who are glad for the chance to do
After the. meetings had been in pro- No price is demanded, the.Savior is here,
gress tor about a week, Bro. T. Doner of Redemption is purchased, salvation is free. sour thing. All t h a t it needs is for someone to take hold of it.
Gormley, Ont., also came and was with Delay not, delay n o t ; why longer abuse
us until t h e meetings closed. May God The love and compassion of Jesus thy God?
Who is ready to get to work? We exabundantly bless the Brethren for the A. fountain is opened, how canst thou refuse pect t h e donation to go next fall so we
interest they have taken in our young To wash and be cleans'd in His pardoning will have time to gather quite a bit if we
psople here, and may the ssed sown be
blood? •
go to work. When we are ready to send
effectual in bringing many souls to Christ.
it we will let you know through the V I S West Fairview, Cumberland, Co., F a .

A

JOHN REICHARD.
FOB T H E EVANGELICAL VISITOK.

BE YE THANKFUL,

Delay not, delay not, 0 sinner, to come,
ITOR, where and how to send it. L e t
For mercy still lingers, and calls thee to-day,
each one ask themselves the question
Her voice is not heard in t h e vale of t h e
what can 1 do?
MABY ZOOK.
tomb;.
Winger, Ont., F e b . 8, 1902.
Her message unheeded will soon pass'away.

We are sending a goodly number of the Delay not, delay not—the Spirit of grace,
MATOPPA MISSION
VISITOR, to such as are not able to pay, free. Long grieved and resisted, may take His sad
Some, are free in expressing their apprecia''Praise the Lord, 0 my soul and forget
flight,
tion of the favor. The following letter is ou And leave thee in darkness t o finish thy not all His benefits."
that.line. ( E D , )
race—
E F E E L today to praise t h e Lord
O t h e readers of the A 7 ISITOR.—I here- To gink in the gloom of eternity's night.
for His care over us, a little band
with express to t h e Brotherhood, my
—Hastings,
of workers,out here where sin does much

T

heartfelt thauks for permitting even me
to enjoy the VISITOR. 1 believe the precMrs. W i n d o m allowed n o wine t o
ious time spent in publishing the paper be offered i n . h e r home.
Just the
is to honor and glorify God. And we are day
before S e c r e t a r y
Windom's
not to only read and lay them by but to d e a t h , r e f e r r i n g t o t h e social customs
"spread the tidings all around, wherever
of W a s h i n g t o n , s h e published t o t h e
man is found." Where He leads us let
world t h a t s h e " w o u l d r a t h e r offend
us follow.
t h e few t h a n e n d a n g e r t h e m a n y . "
I will also thank all those who donated
help to me during t h e time of my afflic- God k e e p u s all from t h e woe that
tion with a very sore hand. I believe follows t h e m who offend o n e of H i s
His Spirit led them and may His richest, "little o n e s ! " — S e l

W

abound. I t isjiow over five weeks since
we wrote our last article for the VTSITOR.
Such as may have been anxious to hear
from us sooner will excuse us when they
know how busy we have been in this
time.
After such a long journey one needs
much rest, as only those who have had
the experience can know. We arrived
here in t h e planting time which all
know to be a very busy season. We have
about 13 acres of corn planted outside of
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all kinds of garden truck. Tou may
think this is not a large acreage to put
out. We admit i t is not for America,
but when you farm with donkeys it is
quite different from a large team of Normans. 1 think some of our home friends
would think i t farming under difficulties. You can take your team out and do
as much in three hours as we can do in a
day with t h e present equipments. Besides this there are a great many things
to do which can only be understood by
being in actual contact with the conditions here. Taking all into consideration we have all been very busy of late;
there is no room for idlers here as there
is something to do a t all times.
Besides t h e work here there is a large
harvest of souls to be gathered. T h e
grain is ripe, ready to gather in, but Oh,
the reapers are so few. One can spend
day after day, week after week, and
month after month visiting among these
people, telling them of Jesus who died
for them, and will have reached only a
small portion; only a drop in the bucket
compared with t h e number of souls
dwelling among these rocks and hills.
We pray the Lord of the harvest to send
forth more laborers into all parts of the
world where the light is not yet known.
As this is Christmas week we depart
somewhat from our regular routine. On
account of special arrangements for
Christmas day we had service for the
natives on Monday, i t having been so announced previously. There were about
160 present and Sister Davidson addressed them for some time, after which
two of our boys spoke very earnestly and we believe i t had a good effect on
the hearers. Bro. Doner and Bro. Lehman also spoke a short time.
After the service was concluded a present of salt-was given to each, a tin full
to adults and half as much to children,
after which they departed in different
directions, t o t h e i r homes much pleased
with their treat. Thus we are enabled
to g e t t h e people together on t h a t day
and can talk to them of their condition
and how Christ was born into the world
on this day and impress, if possible, His
mission on their minds: how He came
to save them and us, and how His mercy
is extended to all. We know they will
make good use of the salt, and hope the
Word spoken may not have been in vain.
Dsc. 26, 1901. Yesterday was Christmas and a happy day for all a t the Mission, The weather was somewhat misty
in t h e morning, b u t finally t h e rain
ceased, and t h e day became beautiful.
According to previous arrangements a t
11 a. HI. the bell sounded out calling the
natives together. The first bell is a sign
for them to leave their homes and start

for t h e Mission. Promptly at 12, noon
the second bell rang. By this time quite
a company had gathered. The boys and
girls of the Mission were placed in a row
off to one side of t h e large bread fruit
tree just back of the huts. As they sang
a song in Zulu, appropriate for the occasion, myself, followed by Brother and
Sister Lehman as groomsman and bridesmaid, folic wed by the bride and groom,
Sister Emma C. Long and Bro. Levi
Doner, -vho, after taking position under
the tree, were united in holy matrimony
by t h e writer. Sister Davidson interpreted the services to the natives. Congratulations were given by all present.
As the bridal party slowly walked away,
Sister Steigerwald sang in English,
"Lead me, Savior."
Afte* refreshments four donkeys were
bitched to a light wagon and t h e bridal
couple taken for a drive. Perhaps few in
the homeland would be willing to start
on a wedding trip in such humble style,
but we have learned that a glad heart
makes all things bright. We pray God's
richest blessings on them, and hope He
is just fitting them for better service for
Him.
As a Christmas treat for our boys and
girls we gave them a very nice dinner,
consisting of chicken, potatoes, new corn,
nice bread and gravy and some fruit.
This they enjoyed very much. I mention
this simply because i t is so different from
their ordinary line of diet, which consists mostly of porridge made of corn
meal or some native grain ground into
meal, or whole grain stewed. This is
what they are used to and i t seems to
agree with them.
I will now come to a close for this
time. Am glad to say .we like i t very
much here so far and think we shall feel
much more a t home when once we get
hold of the language so we can talk to
the people. This leaves us all well and
striving to do our Master's will.
Pray earnestly for the good work which
has been started here, t h a t many sons
and daughters may be born into t h e

Him. "Prove me now herewith, saith
the Lord of Hosts, if 1 will not open you
the windows of heaven, and pour you out
a blessing t h a t there shall not be room
enough to receive it."—Mai. 3:10.
Such is t h e richness of blessing H e
metes out to His children if they will
only let Him. We do praise God for giving us a little foretaste into His unfathomable riches and giory, and are looking
to Him and still hungering to know more
of Him. To have Him reveal Jesus unto
us more and more.
The Lord has so wonderfully provided
shelter and a real home for us at our
present abode, through one of his dear
faithful children in t h e person of Mrs.
Lewis, the dear christian lady whom He
also used as a means of great blessing to
our first band of workers when they first
reached Africa—strangers in a straage
land yet God had it all planned, working
through His faithful ones; and we'believe God gives her an abundant share in
the harvest. Praise the Lord! All the
dear ones at this place are so kind and
thoughtful, and t h e very atmosphere
seems to be pervaded, with peace and
restfulness t h a t is so sweet to us and
carries with i t a "home" feeling of joy.
freedom and gladness, that we have not
fait long since. And dear Mrs. Lewis
seems so filled with t h e Spirit that an
occasional meeting and talk with her
gives us a real uplift in our -souls. Oji,
may God help us all to be true and faitfiful and to keep beholding Jesus onjy,
t h a t we too may let H i m reflect Has
image through us to those around us.

If we are truly like Him, others will be
drawn to Jesus Christ Himself, not to us,
but to Jesus. I never before saw t h e
reality of this blessed t r u t h so forcibly.
Oh praise Godi He is teaching us day by
day and establishing our feet more fiwrjiy
upon the Eternal Rock. God has permitted us to have tests, but has always
kept us looking up and has never failed,
but has cared for us as for theraveus &nd
lilies—free from anxious thought, but
trusting Him. Praise the Lord!
At present we are well and gaining
Kingdom.
H. p. STEIGERWALD.
strength as H e gives it. I think He
wantf.d us to rest quietly and wait upon
FOB THE EVANGELIOAC VISITOB.
Him, so let us become still t h a t we may
OAPE TOWN LETTEB.
look unto Him for all. I t is refreshing
to meet with the saints in worship after
T H E HIGHLANDS, C A P E TOWN,
SOUTH, isolation in the midst of heathendom.
AFRICA, DEC. 16,1901.
Wishing to ail God's richest blessing.
EAR readers of the VISITOR:—We
Your Brother and Sister.
greet you in the Name of ou r t r i u n r
ISAAC A N D ALICE O. L E H M A N .
phant Redeemer. A t this time we again
Oranges are a most valuable fruit.
take the opportunity to write a few lines
to you all and as He directs will tell you Orange juice allays thirst, and with few
what great things our God hath done. exceptions is well borne by t h e weakest
Truly, "God is faithful," and all we need stomach. I t is also a laxative, and if
to do to know t h a t His promises are sure taken at night or before breakfast i t will
and never-failing, is to obey and prove be found most beneficial.—L. H. Journal.
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NEEDY WIDOWS 'OP HADJIrJ, TURKEY many of them are blind and others are multitudes " H e had compassion upon
them." Shall we not follow in His steps
ill and not able to work.
(Formerly a Part of Armenia)
Many of them are so ignorant t h a t they and do what we can to relieve the suffercannot sew or even knit stockings which ing? Surely He looks down from H i s
H A D J I N T U R K E Y , D E C . 16, 1901.
ADJIN is a city of from 16,000 to is of t h e commonest work here. Many throne and has compassion on them and
20,000 inhabitants, situated on a low are so poor they have no jug with which let us take heed lest some day He might
say unto us. "Depart from me ye cursed
mountain and surrounded by higher to carry water.
into everlasting Are prepared for t h e
You
may
wonder
what
they
do.
Those
mountains.
devil and his angels." "For I was an
This barren and rocky place was chosen who are able to sew, mend clothes and
hungered and ye gave me no meat; I was
stockings
for
our
large
family
of
272
orfor safety as i t is* walled by mountains
thirsty and ye gave me no drink. I was
phans,
boys
and
girls.
A
t
this
they
work
and difficult to enter. The inhabitants
a stranger and ye took me not in: naked
for
7.cents
a
day.
are Ameniari with t h e exception of t h e
and ye clothed me not: sick and in prison
The
water
used
for
cookiDg,
scrubbing
Turkish officials and soldiers.
washing and drinking must be carried and'ye visited me not." Then shall we say
The mountain sides are partly covered
from t h e city fountains. They carry it "Lord when saw we Thee anhungered or
with vineyards and along t h e stream a t
in a large copper jug on their backs. T h e athirst or a stranger, or naked, or sick or
the foot of the mountains t h e narrow
jug itself weighs from 8 to 15 lbs;for this in prison, and did not minister unto
strip of fertile land is carefully cultiThee?" And He will answer, "Inasmuch
work they receive 8 cents a day.
vated, one acre of land often furnishing
did
it not to me?" God help us to be faithAs most of our children are small and
15 to 201 gardens.
attend school we also let t h e women do ful in t h a t which is least.
When a widow owns a garden she is not the washing. There are no washing maYours among the needy.
counted so extremely poor as she can chines or wash-boards in Hadjin and
ROSE LAMBERT.
raise two crops off of it in one season. all t h e clothes are washed by rubbing
Hadjin Turkey, Asia Minoi'.
But t h e needy women I am about to them with the hands. For this work they |
• • tm • »
For the EVANGELICAL VISITOE.
s- eak of are not owners'of a garden.
receive 10 cents a- day.
HEWS ITEMS FROM INDIAPerhaps t h e reason t h a t one finds so
The orphans knit most of the stockings
many widows is because formerly girls during the summer months. T h e 90 of
were married when very young and fre- our girls who can knit succeed in knitDear Editor:—
quently an aged widower was married to ting about 400 pairs besides their work.
S many of the readers are deeply i n .
a girl and spent a hand-to-mouth life un- The remaining are knitted by the women
terested in the work of t h e Lord in
til he became infirm or died 'leaving the a t the rate of 5 or 6 cents a pear accord- the Premananda Orphanage in India we
young woman with a family of children ing to the size.
submit a few extracts from a letter dated
and no support. Besides, during the
The women (blind, crippled, aged) who Dec. 25,1901.
massacre comparatively few women were are not able to do the above mentioned
D E A R FATHER A N D MOTHER:—
massacred while many men thus disap- work spin wool and goats hair which
As a Christmas text we send you 2 Cor.
peared.
they do in their homes with a little ap- 9: 15.
I n March 1899 one month before we paratus not worthy of being called anyTo-day is Christmas in t h e Premanopened our orphanage t h e poor women, thing but a spinning stick. For spin- anda home. I t is a merry time for the
and especially widows,came to our home ning they receive 4 cents a day. The children. The Lord had given us enough
in'throngs, pleading for a little .vork to spun yarn is twisted and woven into a so t h a t we could get something for each
do in order to earn a few cents and feed rude carpet which is used to spread child. All their presents were something
their hungry little ones. "We promised under the childrens' mattresses in win- useful; only a few. toys were given to the
to accept as high as three children out ter, and to spread washed wheat on to smaller boys and girls. Each boy was
of the neediest families and began to give dry, in summer: Also to spread on t h e given a Dhoty (loincloth) and each girl
them work so as to enable them to care floor for them to sit on in winter. They that was old enough was given a savi,
lor their remaining orphans. So, proper- also use it to weave flour bags and a the long cloth they wear about them.
ly spjaking, our relief work began before kind of goods wMch is made into native And all who have finished their second
the orphanage was opened.
pantaloons. In this country bedsteads book, received each a "New Testament.
We were not so busy a t this so we went and chairs are scarce; only t h e very They are far enough along to read their
Bibles. Then seven of t h e larger boys
to visit some most needy homes. I t is wealthest use them.
impossible to describe, with p , n , the We praise God t h a t a number of these received each a young bullock. We are
sights we saw. With astonishment We poor women have given their hearts to making some experiments, or rather
remarked, "Is it possible for humans to the Lord. Every evening before giving carrying out some experiments a little
live in such places, created a little lower them tlieir clay's wages we have prayer farther. I think this will work all right.
than the angels?" Suffice it to say t h a t meeting with them and teach them of I expect these boys to take still greater
interest in their work. I expect them to
many Americans have better homes for the love of Jesus to a fallen world.
take hold of farming with greater intheir hogs.
You will perhaps feel sorry for these terest. I am trying to put them on an
Since then we have been giving them poor women who work all day long and
independent basis for themselves. If 1
work as God prospered us and increased only receive a few cents, but you need
give them land to farm I will expect
the funds.
not for they think themselves fortunate them to give me half t h e produce and
Last winter we gave relief to 85 widows which they ought (a loaf of bread can be I furnish everything.
A t present we are" giving relief to 100 bought for one cent). B u t while we are
The boys who cook for us will begin
widows, and trust God will enable us to giving relief to these 100 widows, we feel
continue i t all winter. We have visited sorry for t h e 400 or more who are also with a rupee (33e) each a month besides
the homes of these and have found them in extreme need with little ones to feed their clothes, and this they are to lay
without a relative or child who might but whom we have been obliged to turn aside for themselves for future use.
support t r r m and without food or wood, away. When Christ looked upon t h e ThesD cook-boys do so well a t their work
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t h a t they are worthy of i t because they
save us t h e expense of hiring a cook
which would be rupees 10, per month.
I And by paying them a small sum per
month t h a t it gives them a hope of really
earning something for themselves as
their own.
We have each one take care of his or
her own clott-es to teach them carefulness, and do all we can to get t h a t unsettled feeling out of them. There is a
blessed spirit among them and they are
doing nicely in everything.
I n their school work they had no inspiration a t all, so t h a t we were a t a
loss to know what to do. so we took th is
plan. I told them if they would try for
one month to learn what they could I
would g.'ve them two annas (4c) each for
trying. This plan worked like a charm.
What I saw amongst tliem when I gave
each one some seeds and a plot of ground
was wbat led me to give out t h e bullocks
and push the scheme a little farther.
On t h e last day of November we baptized forty-three of those t h a t gave satisfactory evidence of a real work of grace
in their hearts during the last yeir.
Our dear Brother Sparrow . whom t h e
Lord sent to us is proving himself a
great help in t h e work. Praise the Lord!
As it is meeting time I must close for
this time.
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MA.REIED.
CASKEY-LANDIS.—On January 28, 1902,
at the home of the bride's parents near
Acme, Kansas, Mr. Edward Caskey and
Sister Susan, youugest daughter of Brother
Henry Landis, were united in holy wedlock,
Elder J . N. Engle officiating.
DONER-LONG.—On Dec. 2.1, 1901, at the
Matoppo Mission, Bulawayo, South Africa,
beneath a large breadfruit tree, Elder H. P .
Steigerwald officiating, Bro. Levi Doner, son
of Brother and Sister Sylvanus Doner, of
Nottawa, Ontario, and Sister Emma C.
Long, daughter of Brother and Sister T. A.
Long, of Harrisburg, Pa., U. S. A., were
united in holy wedlock. Both came to this
place as missionaries some time ago.
OTJKDEAD.
LAPP.—Died on Jan. 24, 1902, Nellie, infant daughter of Bro. Samuel and Sister
Lizzie Lapp, of Low Banks, Ontario, aged
six weeks Funeral, improved by A. Bearss
using as text Luke 20:86 to a full house, at
the Low Banks chapel on Sabbath afternoon.
Interment in cemetery near by.

F o r the EVANGELICAL VISITOB

THE LOVE OP GOD AND THE LOVE OF
JESUS.
Oar God is love and He is just,
In Him we live, in Him we trust; John 1:4-6
His love so great that He did give,
His only Son-that we may live. 1 John 4:9,10.
OHOKUS.

Loving kindness, loving "kindness,
His loving kindness, O, how free.
In sin we all have gone astray,
Our Jesus then became the way,
His life He gave in love for all,
That all might live both great and small.
Our sins He bore and died that we
May be from every sin set free;
In love He opened up the way
For all who will His Word obey.
Down into Jordan's stream He went,
His Father Him in love there sent, Matt.3:14
And there baptized He was by John,
God's love to show through His dear Son.
The Holy Spirit from above
In shape and likeness like a dove,
A voice from Heaven was heard to say
This is my Son I'm pleased to say.

KIMMEL.—Died, at his home at Boiling In love He bowed so low and meek,
Springs, Cumberland county, Pa., Nov. 7, In love He washed His Brethren's feet
1901, John G. Kimmel, aged 64 years, 7 His pattern there did show that we,
months and 10 days. Brother Kimmel,while Should others serve and humble be.
LATEK.
not a member of the Brethren in Ghrist
Jan. 8 1902.
Church, was a regular attendant at the See Him in Gethsemane, Matt 26:86
I have just returned from a trip to La- Brethren's meetings and in this way we had Suffering there in agony; Luke 22:44
hore. I had a blessed time while there. blessed fellowship together. He was a plain Until His sweat became like blood,
Bro. and Sister Jarvis are among our unassuming man, and was highly respected In love for all to do us good.
best friends in India. They were having by all who knew him. Bro. Kimmel leaves
Behold Him on the bloody tree,
a revival anicug their children
I stopa wife, two sons and two grand-children to A crown of thorns He wore for me, Matt.
ped a t some other missions on my way
mourn their loss. Funeral services were held And from His side His blood did flow, 27:29
home from Lahore and got some very
on Nov. 9, at the home of the deceased, con- For all mankind His love did show.
definite help on t h e line of industries for
ducted by Bro. J . C. Dick. Interment in
the rescued children. I am encouraged
Mt. Zion cemetery, Churehtown, P a . Text Behold His hands, His feet, His side,
in the experiments t h a t 1 wrote to you of
From which did flow the crimson-tide,
1 Cor. 15:55,56.
in my last.
Last Sunday was a blessed
In love He did endure this all,
day with the children.
EICHELBERGER.—Died, in Florin, Lan- To make us free from Adam's fall.
We had our first service of feet washing caster County, Pa , on F e b . 6, 1902, Cath- All His commands, in love to keep,
with them. I t was t h e sweetest sight arine'Eichelberger, aged 79 years, 1 month, Now well becomes His humble sheep,
Sis ter Eichelberger, was In love He died His life did give
we ever saw^they all enjoyed it too. T h e and 4 days.
Spirit gave witness to it in a wonderful converted and united with the German Bap- Upon the cross that we might live.
manner. There is nothing like sirnplic- tist Brethren many years ago, and led an
' ity.
exemplary christian life, the last ten or In John we find w h a t love can do,
The translation of this ordinance in twelve years tif her life being spent in suffer- That we should love our Jesus t o o ; 1 John
the Bengali Bible is very plain.
I n fact
He loved us first that we do know, 4:19.
t h e English or any other is so very plain ing which she bore patiently, yet often exI d o . n o t see how it can be taken for pressed a desire to depart and be with Christ And in return our-love should show.
anything else than the plain ordinance. which is far better. She leaves three sons: Our neighbors and our foes, to love
We are very busy building and getting Benjamin of Florin, George of Elizabethtown, We thus our love to God do prove;
tilings in
order,
so that we can Pa., and Abram of Morril, Kan., and two
We love and keep His Holy Word,
leave for America just as soon as the way
opens. We are building and fixing up daughters Elizabeth wife of Jacob Kaylor, And thus fulfill the law of God.
the childrens' houses.
We made fifty and Annie wife of Sam'l B. Reinhold. Her
thousand brick. They cost us about 40c husband preceded her to the spirit world 19 And when our Father calls us home,
a thousand.
•
v
years ago. Funeral was held at Mt. Pleas- To dwell around His Holy Throne,
Continue to pray for us t h a t God may ant M. H., services conducted by Bro. Daniel We'll join with all the Heavenly Host,
prepare us for our mission to America. Wolgemnth, Daniel Eshleman and John B. Praise Fa-ther, Son and Holy Ghost.
Your loving son.
Longenecker. Intesment in family burying
HENBV BALSBAUGH,
D. w . ZOOK.
lot near by. Text Rom. 12;12,21.
Harrisburg, Pa,

